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2 OPENING



the Game Plan. Whether know-

ing the best way to solve a Cal-

culus problem or planning to

beat the 5 o'clock traffic on

Metlars Lane, college life in-

volves many strategies. The ed-

ucational environment at Liv-

ingston College allows us to

study problems and issues and

devise reasonable methods of so-

lution. Our experiences at Liv-

ingston are preparing us to un-

dertake the problems of

tomorrow intelligently in an ef-

fort to impact our society. Look-

ing at problems from different

perspectives enables us to make

the best decisions. Livingston's

total experience yields an edu-

cational experience that is much

more than book knowledge.

Even at the bus stop,

people catch up on

their reading, gather in-

formation from flyers, or

study the culture by check-

ing out what everyone else

is doing.

At Rutgers, studying is not just

reading a textbook or looking over

notes. This student intently reads

the sports pages and will later be

able to debate on baseball trivia

of the day.

STUDYING THE GAME PLAN 3
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the options. Choice. That's the

best freedom of being an under-

graduate at Livingston. We can

weigh our options of whether of

having a car on campus is worth

the parking problem. We have

the ability to take a diverse

range of classes before choosing

a major. We make the decision

of staying out all night and

partying or staying in and study-

ing. College is a time to explore

ourselves, our feelings, our

world, and life. Examining sit-

uations and analyzing them in

an intellegent manner is just one

of the many important life skills

Livingston students are exposed

to each day. There's a lot of re-

search to be done and much

more to discover than what we

just find in textbooks; Living-

ston College teaches us how to

research life.

Somerset Street has a

great mix of shops

and restaurants that cater

directly to RJJ students.

Hunting down bargins in

Downtown is research that

students like to do.

Our beloved mascot, the Scarlet

Knight, entertains the crowds at a

football game. His biggest

research project is ensuringfans

have afabulous time!

RESEARCHING THE OPTIONS
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to live with others. Roommates,

professors, people you meet on

the bus, and classmates all be-

come your new extended family

at Livingston. People who may

have come from completely dif-

ferent backgrounds are sudden-

ly your new best friends. Quick-

ly you learn how to share a

living space, communicate, and

accommodate to each other. The

diversity of its students, faculty

and administration is the corner

stone of the Livingston College's

philosophy, expressed through

its motto "Strength through Di-

versity." Because of its small-

knit community, Livingston stu-

dents share some kind of bond

that brings smiles to faces when

we meet somewhere off campus

and can say, "Hey! I know you!

Livingston, right?"

Thrown together on a

campus bus, often

closer than two sardines in

a can, students learn to

cope with getting to and

from classes at RU.

The new outdoor cafe at Rutgers

Student Center became a popular

hang-outforfriends, new and old.

There's nothing nicer than

sharing lunch on a warm spring

day with friends.

LEARNING TO LIVE WITH OTHERS
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out our future. The reason why

most people chose to come to

Livingston College is to prepare

for the future. Gaining a degree

from Livingston will enable us

to pursue our future goals such

as graduate school, careers, be-

ing fiancially successful, having

a family, keeping good friends

and connections, and hopefully

health and happiness, too. How-

ever, with the world changing so

rapidly, it is a wise thing that

college teaches us to be prepared

for anything. It is important to

keep up with what is innovative,

without losing sight of the past;

this Livingston does with great

success. At the edge of educa-

tional thought and practice, Liv-

ingston College provides such

an environment.

^ r̂esident Clinton vis-

W^^ited Livingston Col-

lege to deliver an impor-

tant Public Policy address

in the arena of the Louis

Brown Athletic Center this

year.

Many say that the campus of

Livingston College is prettiest

when theflowers are in bloom.

With its many grassyfields and
walks across campus, going about

is always pleasurable.

Spelling out our future
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our own history. When Living-

ston College opened its doors in

1969, there was a great excite-

ment in the air. A liberal arts

college, focusing on new fields

such as Urban Studies and

Women's Studies, added a new

dimension to the Banks. Living-

ston's goal was to prepare its

students to think critically and

to act responsibly in the contem-

porary world. Each student is

required to expand their knowl-

edge by taking a multitude of

different classes. Meanwhile,

daily events bring meaning and

challenge to our lives. This

alone puts Livingston College in

a class of its own. As students,

we have all had a busy year,

writing and making our own his-

tories through our collective and

individual experiences.

The largest academic
building on campus

is, sooner or later, visited

by every Livingston stu-

dent. Lucy Stone is home to

many offices like the De-

an's Office and Academic

Affairs.

With all the happenings on

campus this year, there was plenty

to write home about. This student

checks his LPO tofind out the

newsfrom home.

WRITING OUR OWN HISTORY 11
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it all in. The life of a college

student is not easy. How we fit

everything into one semester is

incredible. How we put all of

our worldly possessions in one

tiny room, and share it with an-

other person is remarkable.

How we spend countless hours

reading the 12 chapters we had

to read for the semester. The

reading isn't so bad, it's just fit-

ting it into a schedule when you

have three term papers, a thesis,

and four midterms in two weeks.

But you know, that is all cake,

except that you also work 15

hours a week and have a LOCO
meeting. And you were invited

to six parties tonight. But wait!

Before you go out, you haven't

had any time to eat and well,

sleep — there's no time for that

at college — unless your lecture

is really boring! Wow, it sure is

rough, but fun, cramming it all

in!

Waiting in anticipationfor his

midterm, this student tries to

remembers all the info he

crammed into his head last night.

W^Mhe glorious Fall days

^ are filled with plenty

of activity. With Rush ac-

tivities, field hockey
games, Homecoming, and
the classes, students never

have a hard time filling

their days! CRAMMING IT ALL IN 13
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College. It is much more than a

formal education; it is a series of

experiences that make up stu-

dent life at Livingston. The cam-
pus' peaceful scenery seems a

world apart from downtown
New Brunswick. The Ecological

Perserve holds a forest full of

woodland creatures. The area

behind Quad Three converts

into the "Livingston Beach" as

soon as the weather hits 70 de-

grees. Friendly faces can be
found everywhere on campus.
In Tillett, you can dine with

friends or even a Dean who
knows you by name. The Stu-

dent Center is always inviting

people to cultural events, con-

certs, and movies. The best view
of the sunrise can be found from
the eighth floor of the Lynton
Towers. It is a great place to live

and go to school, and there is

always more than you ever ex-

pected happening here!

Having classes with
friends makes them

even more fun! The small

size of Livingston class-

rooms provides an atmos-

phere of interaction and
friendships to occur with

ease.

Over the Route 18 bridge and
through the Metlars Lane's woods

to Livingston Campus we go!

Traffic jams are a daily hassle of
traveling between RU campuses.

THAN
Y01K
EVER*

LIVINGSTON COLLEGE 15





Livingston College is

truly a unique college

environment. The

every day visits to the

LPO's in Tillett or a

crowded bus trip to

Douglass all add to

the total "Livingston

Experience."

P

m

i

| TERESA'S
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6:45 AM. Beep-Beep-

Beep! The snooze bar

of any alarm clock can

be a person's worst enemy.

Getting upforfirst periods is

always the pits.

7:35 AM. Getting a

good breakfast cant

make or break a day.*

Most students would have to

agree that breakfast is the

best meal at the dining halls.

8:36 AM. Most stu-

dents don't likefirst

j^J
periods, but have to

attend them anyway. Usu-

ally, it is first year stu-

dents that get stuck with

the early classes.



8:13 AM. As usual, getting

to class on time is often a

problem; the earlier the

class, the bigger the prob-

lem. Hopefully the profes-

sor is having as much difficulty

getting to class as these students.

9:35 AM. Catching a

bus between classes is

a big hassle; campus

uses quickly crowd up be-

tween classes with students

rushing to their next class.

24 H&URS
19



JJ 11:15 AM. After sur-

f\ \ viving the bus ride

\J/J over to College Ave.,

stopping at the student cent-

er to get some moneyfrom the

MAC, the walk down College

Ave. to General Psych is quite

relaxing.

W 0

A

, 12:17 PM. Lecture
fi^\halls give students

V \~hime to complete the

crossword, write a letter to a

friend, or actually take some

notes and ask afew questions.

* 5:10 PM. After a

f\ \ long day of classes

X \J running here and
there, many students make
it a point to head back to

Livingston for 5 o'clock

dinner at Tillett.



A 1:29 PM. Whether it's

k f.*,
.J
the news in the Daily

Vii/ Targum or the person-

als in the Livingston Medi-

.
urn, picking up a paper al-

ways serves as an enjoyable , ,

cta
, ^

a
,

co a i,

i_„ i_„__ an" neaa oac« to meir re-

4:18 PM. A/fer /t/fft

a ^period, many students

ait for a bus, espe-

spective campusesfor dinner.

^ \ 6:23 PM. A/ter giving
• -Jj'our mea/ time to di-

gest, students make a
quick dash through

the LPOs. This is always an
important stop in the daily

routine of life at Livingston.

24 HfflURS
21





10:48 PM. The bars of
^New Brunswick begin to

fill with students be-

jeen 10 and 11 PM.
lay nights are big at

Rutgers because area barshave
the cheapest pitchers and best

drink specials ofany other day

of the week.

m

2:46 AM. After hours

of partying, in a

drunkin' daze you
drop into your bed. In the

morning (actually afternoon)

you sort of regret buying that

last pitcher, but even with

head spins the night ofparty-

ing was well worth it.

24 H(J)URS
23



The University Cent-

er Housing Complex

on Easton Ave. began

construction this

year and is slated to

open for Fall 1994.

||j " '
t

rim nilmm mn »iiw «

The Rutgers Student
Center received a
health expansion this

year; Au Bon Pain, a
French bakery and
sandwich shop,
opened its indoor and
outdoor cafe to the
university this year.

One of the largest

construction projects

is that of the Alexan-

der Library expan-

sion. When complet-

ed, Alex will be one of

the largest reseach li-

braries in the U.S. RUTGERS
'

EXBmSS AND RENOVATIONS - PHAGE I

KtFlC INCORPORATED

J]
LF'StERIMcGOvf-PN BOV'J OF NtW JgRSE^ . INC.

"1

T* WJH GTOUP'x 'v \/\A \

/ OX \ \

\
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The past academic year has been a

time to renovate all over the Rutgers

campuses. While riding the campus
buses, one is assured to see the major
renovations that the university is un-

dergoing.

On the Busch campus work on the

expansion of the Busch Campus
Center and the Paul Robeson Cul-

tural Center was completed. The ex-

panded facilities brought with them
more eateries and seating in the food

court, additional meeting rooms and
a new Busch Post Office.

While sitting on an L bus to Col-

lege Ave. students can notice the

massive construction projects up and
down the avenue. The Rutgers Stu-

dent Center completed a major ex-

pansion adding the Atrium and Au
Bon Pain. The Voorhees Art Library

opened its doors on the Mall, while

the Alexander Library closed many
of its collections to prepare for Phase

I of its expansion and renovations.

If you take the GG bus to Douglass

and Cook College, you will again be

confronted with detour signs. Col-

lege Center on Douglass completed
its long awaited renovations, opening
for the 75th Anniversary of the col-

lege. Further along the GG route,

construction on the Marine Science

Building continues from last year.

Additional research and office space

is also being constructed behind the

Food Science building.

Last but not least the L bus came
full circle to its home campus, Liv-

ingston. No major construction proj-

ects were seen for most of the year.

Students were struck with University

crews removing water pipes in front

of the Towers for most of the Fall

semester. Nearer to graduation,
ground was broken on the University

Sports Complex behind the Rac and
the New Mason Gross Fine Art build-

ing near the Livingston Theatre.
The expansion of Cedar Lane, which
opened just after the end of the ac-

ademic year, rounds out the con-

struction projects on campus.
This past year has been one of ma-

jor capital development at the New
Brunswick campuses. Students will

reap the benefits from all these new
high-tech facilities.

HARD

REQUIRED
at^ui^€^

Aad Att asi

atftime At^A.

Students were incon-

vienced by the remov-

al of water pipes,

making the walk
around campus a

muddy one.

HARD HATS REQUIRED 25



Fjbrecast

Rain, rain go away. Come again another day.

Whether it is snowing or the sun is

shining, whether it is hot or cold, or

whether it is rainy or dry, you will al-

ways find people outside. As diverse as

the people that attend Livingston Col-

lege, so too is the weather. For people

at Livingston, weather provides an ex-

cuse to skip class, hangout outside, or

This year New Jersey

and much of the

country was hit with

record amounts of
snow.

whatever.

The weather dictates the fashions on

campus. When it rains there are varying

types of umbrellas to be seen. Duck

boots are also a very popular fashion, as

are the assortments of anoraks andjack-

ets. For those colder winter days, wool

coats and mittens did their best to warm

students' bodies. The first

hint of Fall causes students

to break out the tur-

tlenecks and sweaters. It's

always interesting to see

what new fashions will pop

up as a result of the im-

pending weather.

This year was odd with

respect to weather. Cold

weather and snow storms

reflects those great days of

childhood when school

was cancelled. The Great

Snowstorm of 1993 dampened Spring

Break plans for many students while at

the same time gave them feet of snow to

deal with. There was bad weather this

year that the first break of sunlight

brought about students dressed in

shorts and t-shirts. However, these

hot spells were not long lasting; it was

not long before students were back

to wearing sweaters and sweatshirts.

"Rainy days and Mondays always

get me down." This lyric holds true

for most students at Rutgers. It's

probably hardest to go to a Monday

class if it's raining like cats and dogs.

When it is raining, students feel lazy,

and as a result, decide not to go to

classes. Sunny days are no better.

What could be worse but sitting in

class only to look out the window to

see some people tossing a frisbee

around?

College students are always look-

ing for an excuse to get out of classes

and the weather is a good one. So

when there's a threat of rain, sleet,

or snow; or an absolutely perfect sun-

ny day, students will usually do what

comes natural — ditch class and en-

joy the break.

26 LIVINGSTON LIFE



Bright, sunny days

brought students out

of their classrooms

and residence halls

to enjoy the great

outdoors.

Rain always puts a

damper on the day,

making the trip to

class more ofa hassle

than it already is.

TODAY'S WEATHER FORCAST 27



President Bush and
Vice-President
Quayle rally around

the GOP at their Na-

tional Convention,

stimulating the

hopesfor a victory in

November.

Democratic challeng- Independent Ross
ers Clinton and Gore Perot shook heads

hit the campaign and made headlines

trail to win the Pres- with his self-sup-

idency on Election ported campaign.

Day.

28 LIVINGSTON LIFE



Bush, Clinton, and Perot hit the campaign trail

The November '92 presidential elec-

tion brought with it a surge of po-

litical awareness within the Rutgers

community. One could not escape

constant mention of the election due

to the fact that the entire campus was

consumed by the issue. Flyers advo-

cating candidates and their political

issues covered bulletin boards and

buses and the normal dining hall

banter had turned from the day's

latest gossip, to a forum for political

debate.

Election fever ran high as the can-

didates and various other political

figures traveled across the state try-

ing to round up supporters. Hillary

Clinton's appearance at Rutgers Uni-

versity caused tremendous excite-

ment and fanfare, as droves of stu-

dents waited four hours to hear her

speak. Many even skipped classes. No
one wanted to miss out on being a

part of political history.

Also, many students were more than

willing to volunteer a great deal of

their time to become directly in-

volved in the political process by

campaigning for their favorite candi-

date. They passed out flyers, answered

phones, went door to door, or did what-

ever was necessary to try to get their

candidate into office.

The RU Democrats, the RU Repub-

licans, and the governing associations,

all launched large cam-

paigns to encourage voter

registration among
Rutgers students. Stu-

dents responded positively

and voter registration

reached an all time high as

students realized that they

did, in fact, have a pow-

erful voice in their gov-

ernment and they de-

manded to have it heard.

Students came out

and voted in record

numbers in New
Brunswick, exercis-

ing their Constitu-

tional right.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 1992
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Hillary Roden Clin-

ton paid Rutgers a

visit urging students

to register and exer-

cise their given right.

This past academic year, the campuses of 1

Rutgers University were honored with two
special visits from prominent political figures.

|

Each of these events put Rutgers University in I

the political spotlight across the entire nation. I

In the midst of an important Presidential
|

campaign, Rutgers University found itself ac-

tively involved with the political framework of
American government. Student organizations
on campus aggressively attacked the problem
of voter participation with hundreds of voter
registrations drives across campus and the city

of New Brunswick. Student political organ-
izations found their members volunteering
countless hours on direct campaign work for
their supported candidates.
The first event haled a visit from Mrs. Hil-

lary Rodham-Clinton to the New Brunswick
campus. On a beautiful Fall afternoon in Oc-
tober, Mrs. Rodham-Clinton was greeted by
thousands of university students and local cit-

izens. Upon the notification of Mrs. Rodham-
Clinton's visit, several professors across the
university canceled classes so their students
could be a part of the history that came to
campus that afternoon.
As thousands from the university commu-

nity literally enveloped Voorhees Mall, Mrs.
Rodham-Clinton addressed the crowd on the
importance for voter participation among
America's younger population. Mrs. Rodham-
Clinton stressed that we, the college students
of today, are the future of tomorrow and that

it is our civic responsibility to become active in

the politics of this nation. Students from both
political camps supported the words of Mrs.
Rodham-Clinton while some remained critical

of her husband's campaign, supporting either
Bush or Perot. As Mrs. Rodham-Clinton
closed her remarks and left the stage, hun-
dreds rushed to get a once-in-a-lifetime op-
portunity to say a few words, shake a hand, or
even get a snapshot or two of Mrs. Rodham-
Clinton.

The second political event taking place at

the University tnis year, was a surprise visit for

the newly elected President of the United
States, Bill Clinton. As one of his first ini-

tiatives in office, President Clinton visited the
Rutgers University campus to formally pres-

ent nis National Community Service Act of
1993. Rutgers University was selected as the
site for this address because of the nationally

known Civic Education and Community Ser-

vice program at the university. With security

tight, students, faculty, administrators, polit-

ical figures, and local citizens headed for the
Livingston Campus to witness President Clin-

ton's speech at the Louis Brown Athletic Cent-
er.

Filled beyond capacity, President Clinton
revealed his progressive act that would aid and
support thousands of college students and lo-

cal communities across the nation. Clinton re-

marked, "I'm impressed by the spirit behind
the Rutgers (Civic Education and Community
Service) program; the understanding that

community service enriches education, that

students should not only take the lessons they
learn in class out into the community, but
bring the lessons they learn in the community
back into the classroom." Programs such as

the Rutgers service program, resulted in the

development of the National Community Ser-

vice Act, spotlighting volunteer activities on
many college campuses and across the United
States.

With these two important visits, President
and Mrs. Rodham-Clinton further publicized

Rutgers University and the fantastic oppor-
tunities that it has to offer its students. Tnese
two very special days will undoubtedly go
down in university history.

30 LIVINGSTON LIFE



^resident Clinton
urprised Rutgers by

hoosing it as the site

o present his Work-
Service Program to

he country.

Praising the work
done by community
and university lead-

ers in the area of ser-

vice, President Clin-

ton addresses Rut-
gers.

Hitting the cam-
paign trail for her

husband, Hillary
Rodham Clinton
paid Rutgers a visit

during October, pre-

senting a moving
speech on Voorhees

Mall.

FIRST FAMILY VISITS 31



Trick or . . . Tailgate! This year

Rutgers' biggest weekend, Home-

coming, fell on Halloween, Octo-

ber 31, 1992, making this year's

festivities more goolish than ever.

Fans old and young came to the

Athletes Glen and the Rutgers

Stadium on a chilly Fall day, some

dressed in spirited Rutgers wear

j others as ghosts, ghouls,

d and gobblins. Every

Rutgers fan enjoys the art

of tailgating. The after-

. noon's game against

Virgina Tech is what

M<^%' J^dtak / brinss most of the stu -

dents out on Homecom-

eV&l /T&Z^e ct t/lfo ing, but for others it is the

tailgate parties that moti-

/
vate them to wake early on

a Saturday. With new

rules and regulations

about Homecoming tail-

gating, most of which af-

fected the fraternities and

sororities, all tailgating ac-

tivities must end by the

kick off of the game. The new

regulations just brought students

to Athletes Glen even earlier.

Tents with barbecue pits, live

DJs and lots of beer, were lining

all sides of Rutgers Stadium. Many

of the University's fraternities and

sororities sponsored social tents

for friends and members. Here,

most students wandered from tent

to tent drinking, dancing, and

having a blast!

The alumni section across the

way was just as active. With signs

saying, "RC Class of '67", "DKE

Alumni", etc. students of Rutgers

past came in car and RV to cheer

their alma mater to victory this

Homecoming day. As game time

neared, the tailgating area

thinned some, while the die-hard

partiers continued well into the

game, eventually making it into

the game. Soon enough the whole

tailgate will resume again at the

conclusion of the game. R.U.

ready to party?

Rutgers

Scarlet

Knights

played

a trick on Vd

Tech on this

Haunted

Homecoming.

32 LIVINGSTON LIFE
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III OMING

5 a day Rl

would nc

It

alumni would not soon

came tumbling down as

Rutgers sports fai

forgei

peo] u

fents and

^Jgoal-posts

ed the field

to celebrate a Homecoming, come-from-

behind win over Virgina Tech.
6

'It was a crazy

game; it you're a college football fan and didn't

enjoy this game, you need to find a new sport to

follow," remarked Football Coach, Doug

Graber. (Continue inside)

32B HOMECOMING 1992 RUTGERS VS. VIRGINA TECH



Scartrt Knighti ntimbrr 1J

cnnnrrtrd with the ball

and ran with it having thr

Virgin* Ireh tram rating

Ruturrt du%t.

M .i Iranili y, I

cil mill .1 pass From Quati rbai li Drj

an Foi taj 10 i thi Si >i U i Knigliu

a TiO-49 victory OVM Virgtm Ttch

Down to the very lul minute ol pity

this year's Homecoming Gi

hill ol thrills and exchemeni With

i he m i>t i Hiiuin hiii k .mil loi ill

i l: 1

1 nui the game,

Fearful thai thii \

happy one om < thi lau n blew

,

Inn as Livingston College Senior

lit.nl Om pin it, "It was an intretiiblc

conic hack!"

HOMECOMING

?nry's dive catch; despite be-

ng double-teamed, this put

Scarlet Knights on the Tech fif-

yard line. The next play ended

ickly as Fortay spiked the ball to

r ground to stop the clock. Only

seconds remained, The crowd

excited, anxious, and incredible

they did not know whether to

er or cry. Fortay came out of the

Idle with confidence. The team

d practiced the next play hundreds

times, but the question was, would

k this time?

Fortay took the snap and hid in the

back pocket. Brantley sped down the

right sideline into the end zone. As

Brantley crossed the zone, the clock

hit zero and the ball was in the air As

it came down, Brantley caught it in

both hands and held it tight until the

refree called a touchdown. Brantley

made Four touchdowns that Home-

coming game, breaking a school rec-

ord and making him the Offensive

Player of the Week by the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference.

The celebration that had begun

that morning by thousands of tail-

gatters had become a rapid fire of

enthusiastic fans who swarmed onto

the field. With the roar of the crowd,

the goal posts came down by groups

oF psyched up fans. Needless to say

Homecoming 1992 had a happy end-

ing and sent many out to celebrate all

over New Brunswick. Football fans

began a new dream on that damp

aFternoon. A hope oFa possible Bowl

bid kept Fans at the edge oF their

seats until the end of the season.

RUTGI US VS. VIRGINIA I ICM HOMECOMING 1992 RUTGERS VS. VIRGINA TECH





Rec Center opens with students eager to sweat

M he decade of the 90's brought

with it many changes and trends.

One such trend is America's love af-

fair with exercise and health. Amer-
icans who were once known to live

day by day with the philosophy of

"we all have to go sometime," have

awakened to realize that their lives

are the most valuable assets they

have. Students on campus have taken

this one step further, by frequenting

the Rec Center of Rutgers as much as

classes.

On a typical day on campus, one

can observe many students jogging,

playing frisbee, riding bikes, or par-

ticipating in other outdoor activities

with friends. Rutgers offers its stu-

dents a multitude of recreational fa-

cilities and programs. Just renovated

this past year, the Livingston Rec-

reation Center (formerly the Living-

ston Gym) provides state-of-the-art

exercise and aerobic equipment to

students. The Rec Center addition-

ally provides students with extensive

fitness and intramural programs,
from step aerobics to 3-on-3 basket-

ball. Outdoor tennis courts, basket-

ball courts, and a fitness course

round out the newly expanded facility.

On the other side of Metlars Lane lies

the Sonny Werblin Recreation Center.

The largest center, which opened two

years ago, offers two Olympic pools, a

multi-purpose gym area, racquet and

squash courts as well as a weight room
and aerobics studio. With a great deal

to offer students, its only draw back is

the large crowds of stu-

dents using the facilities.

As such, many students

find the smaller center

like Livingston Rec, the

College Avenue Gym,
Cook/Douglass Rec, and

the Loree Gym less crowd-

ed and better for their

workout needs.

Many of the other gyms ^jj^^
offer students similar fa-

cilities and programs.
Each center has its own
unique characteristics

which appeal to different

types of students. Many
women enjoy working out at the Doug-

lass gyms because more women fre-

quent those gyms. Men give the same
reason for working out there as well.

Those who take a more outdoor ap-

proach to fitness, find the Rutgers Ec-

ological Preserve on Livingston na-

ture's perfect getaway. Natural trails

cross throughout the wooded area;

many students find that the preserve is

an oasis on campus. Any way you look at

it, students everywhere are jumping on

the American "fitness craze" bandwag-

on.

I

The Sonney Werblin

Rec Center is RU's
largest state-of-the-

art fitness and recre-

ation facility.
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New campus buses hit the road, literally!

W^utgers is a big place and getting

around is not always easy. The most

popular form of transportation is the

University Bus System. Sleek new buses

arrived last year, with more hitting the

pavement this year. This made the ride

from one campus to another more en-

Scoff Hall is one of

the busiest bus stops

on College Ave. with

every campus bus

dropping off and
picking up students.

joyable for the most part; yet even with

the new additions, the bus system was

less than convenient. Many a time the

buses are known to break down, hit a

tree, or collide with vehicular traffic. In

addition, sometimes the hardest thing

about taking a campus bus is getting on

one. In between classes

the buses are impossible to

board. People squeeze and

squash on in order to

make their next class, and

they are never there when

you need them.

Another unpleasant

problem with using Uni-

versity transportation is

the weekend schedule.

The Busch/Livingston

and College Ave. routes

are combined and the bus

always seems to come 35 minutes after

you arrive at the stop.

Luckily for Livingston students,

there is enough parking spaces on this

campus to have a car when you are a

first-year student. However, finding

a parking space on campus is a little

harder. It's not uncommon to drive

around for 10, or even 15 minutes

before a spot becomes available.

Don't even attempt to use your car to

drive to classes, because Parking Ser-

vice has your number (license plate),

and believe me, you will be ticketed.

What students should be aware of is

that tickets from the City of New
Brunswick are serious! These you

cannot ignore until graduation like

RU tickets. Many a student has re-

ceived a court appearance for not

paying city tickets, so if you get one,

RUN and mail out that check! At-

tempting to park on other campuses

or off campus in New Brunswick, will

eventually result in a glove box full

of nasty parking tickets. Avoid re-

ceiving the nasty bill right before you

graduate, and suffer with the masses

on the bus.
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Students often use

the time traveling be-

tween classes to take

a break and read the

campus newspaper.

It's often the case

that when you need to

get to College Ave.

from Livingston,
three B buses pass be-

fore an L. The wait

can be hell!

Between classes, get-

ting on a bus can be a

problem as students,

packed like sardines,

cram the buses.
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OLLEGE AVENUE
Your first step off the L

bus introduces you to a world

entirely different from that

of the Livingston Campus —
College Ave. Students are

hurrying in all directions;

some with destinations (class

maybe?) and some just taking

in the sights and people-

watching.

As you walk towards Voor-

hees Mall on the way to your

class, you'll probably stop at

your favorite grease truck to

get a snack. Walking to class,

Voorhees Mall provides a

picturesque background for

education, with Murray, Van
Dyke, Milledoler, Voorhees,

and New Jersey Halls setting

the collegiate tone for RU.
After a long day of classes,

you can go to the cavernous

center of College Ave. din-

ing service (namely, Brower
Commons). If, for some rea-

son, Brower food just does

not satisfy your appetite, the

Rutgers Student Center pro-

vides a grand variety of food

and drink for you to choose

from.

After stuffing yourself

with food, some students feel

it necessary to work off a few

of those calories. The Col-

lege Ave. Gym is a great

place to pump iron, shoot

hoops, or swim some laps.

College Ave. also houses

many administrative and stu-

dent services offices for the

university. From Parking
Services and Summer School

to the RUPD and the Office

of the President, College

Ave, has it all.

Murray Hall is one of the

heaviest used academic
buildings at RU. Last year it

underwent major renova-

tions.

The College Ave. landscape is often lined with

students walking to and fro, as seen here at Scott

Hall.

The Rutgers Student Center expanded and remod-

eled itsfood court this past year.
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UNIVERSITY CENTER PROJECT

BREAKS GROUND IN MIDTOWN

This past year, Rutgers broke ground on a major de-

velopment project, University Center. In an attempt to

provide students with alternatives to traditional dorms and

off-campus apartments, Rutgers developed University

Center. This complex will provide needed on campus

apartments to both Rutgers and UMDNJ students.

Other than apartments,

the complex will include re-

tail space for shops, clubs and

a proposed fitness center.

Additionally, it will provide a

much needed parking deck

*in midtown. The complex
has a great deal to offer to

both residents of University

Center and the City of New
Brunswick.

University Center will be a

much better alternative to

off-campus housing for many
students. Since many off-

campus apartments are ei-

ther very costly or fire traps

and hazzards, a new apart-

ment complex on College

Ave. will be looked on fa-

vorably.

Situated on the corner of

Somerset St. and Easton

Ave., University Center is lo-

cated at an ideal location to

College Ave., the New
Brunswick train station, Robert Wood Johnson Hospital,

as well as a host of shops and restaurants. Students will find

the center convenient for most of their needs.

Construction of the project has caused a great deal of

congestion and confusion for commuters through the

area. The project is slated to be completed during the next

academic year, and will open with residents during Fall

1994.

University Center began

construction this past
year. When completed it

will provide housing to

university and UMDNJ
students.
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A fresh coat ofpaint, Alexander Library,

new chairs, and to- the largest research

hies brightened up library at RU, has

the atmosphere of been undergoing a
Brower Commons massive expansion
this year. project this year.

Bishop Beach and
the College Avenue
Quad house many of
the residence halls

for Rutgers College
v

f !

,.l . A '



Scott

Stonier

Brower Commons
Student Center
INFORMATION

Gymnasium
Parking Deck
Alexander Library

Miller «i
Akxaid;r Johnston

RU MOVES GREASE TRUCKS OFF

COLLEGE AVE. INTO SCOTT HALL LOT

This past year students arrived back on campus looking
for their favorite travelling eateries, but saw none on
College Ave. The grease trucks, which used to be located
on College Ave., have been permanently re-located to an
area of the Scott Hall parking lot.

After an explosion at one of the trucks near the College
Ave. Quad, University officials decided that the trucks
needed to move. Now, in-

stead of running on gas gen-
erators, which caused the
fire, the trucks are hooked
up to electricty, making
them safer to operate.
Some students are both-

ered by the new location.
Many who live in or near the
College Ave. Quad now have
to walk all the way down Col-
lege Ave. to get their favor-
ite late night snack. Others
did not have a hard time
adapting to the new location
of the trucks; judging from
the lines, business has not
been affected greatly by the
move. Thougn now truck
owners are in much greater
competition with one anoth-
er, causing some trucks to go
that extra mile for their cus-
tomers. One truck in partic-
ular will always wish you a
great day while giving you a
peppermint as an aftermeal
treat.

The grease trucks are a ter-

rific alternative to the dining halls, or for a very late night
snack. The menu hosts such gormet delights as gyros,
falafels, fat cats, and fresh baked goods. The grease trucks
are one of the most frequented spots on College Ave.,
whether it be day or night there is always someone there
looking for just the right thing to satisfy their appetite.

The grease trucks

permanently made
the move offthe street

to the Scott Hall
parking lot this year.

For visitors to RU,
campus indicators,

like this one, will

point you in the right

direction.



USCH CAMPUS
Busch is the other Rutgers

campus this side of the Rar-

itan. A quick trip around the

campus on the B bus finds

both the Engineering and
Pharmacy Colleges as well as

the University of Medicine

and Dentistry of New Jersey.

Most facilities on the Busch

campus serve the sciences,

with research labs located

everywhere.

The biggest change to the

Busch Campus was the ex-

pansion of the Busch Cam-
pus Center and the building

of the adjacent Paul Robeson

Cultural Center. Completed
during the academic year,

the new student center near-

ly doubled in size, with space

added to the food court,

more meeting rooms, and
the relocation of both the

Busch Post Office and Ca-

reer Services. The new fa-

cility offers students many
services to all of the Rutgers

community.

Most people forget that

Livingston students do live

on Busch. Livingston partial-

ly maintains the Nichols

Apartment Complex for up-

perclassmen who want a

change from the residence

halls yet remain a part of

campus life. Four students

live together in a two bed-

room apartment equiped
with their own livingroom,

kitchen and bathroom.
Those who live in the apart-

ments claim that Nichols

gives the privacy and sense of

ownership of an off-campus

apartment without all those

nasty bills.

The Paul Robeson Cultural

Center relocated to the Busch

Campus from College Ave.

this past year.

The Hill Center is afamiliar sightfor many students.

Inside this building is one of RU's 24 hour computer

labs.

The Library of Science and Medicine serves as the

research facilityfor Rutgers and UMDNJ in the nat-

ural sciences.
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CAREER SERVICE RELOCATES TO

NEW FACILITY IN CAMPOS CENTER

Career Services for Rutgers has recently moved from its

barrack home to a newly expanded facility in the Busch

Campus Center. This move will put career services at an

easier reach to university students.

Career Services is a very helpful service for university

students, especially those nearing graduation. Career

Services is responsible for

hosting career and job fairs,

as well as holding workshops

on interview techniques, re-

sume writing, and career de-

velopment.

Career Services is also very

helpful to the students who
wishes to pursue their studies

in graduate law, medical,

business, or other profession-

al schools. From information

on entrance exams to cata-

logs from major graduate

and professional schools, Ca-

reer Service has it all. The
counselors at Career Services

are there to assist you
through the entire process

from securing letters of re-

commendation to writing the

perfect entrance essay.

One new feature of this ex-

panded facility is the addi-

tion of interview meeting
rooms, where prospective re-

cruitment employers may in-

terview possible candidates.

This facilitates the job hunt

process greatly.

With the new facility at the Busch Campus center, as

well as the other offices on College Ave. and Douglass,

Career Services provides a great deal of resources and
information to the students of Rutgers.

Career Services opened its

doors this year in a new
facility located in the

Busch Campus Center.

Now more easily ac-

cessable, students are vis-

iting and using their re-

sources more.
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OOK CAMPUS
And on Cook's farm there

were some cows . . . E-I-E-I-

OH! Cook Campus, with its

green pastures, barns, and
outstanding specimens of
trees and plants, brings the

college's educational philos-

ophy to life. Cook College is

a land-grant college which is

dedicated to agriculture, en-

vironmental, and life sci-

ences. By integrating teach-

ing, research, and
community outreach, Cook
offers beneficial programs to

New Jersey. The develop-

ment and research provided

by Cook helped New Jersey

gain its title "The Garden
State."

Named after George Ham-
mel Cook, the campus houses

new and renovated research

laboratories, greenhouses,
and residence halls as well as

a state-of-the-art recreation

center, campus center and
dining hall. Lipman, Bart-

lett, Martin, Thompson,
Waller, and Blake are build-

ings that preserve the mem-
ory of the famous scientist

and scholars of the college's

past. Some of Cook's aca-

demic achievements include:

the Rutgers tomato, strepto-

mycin, Selman Waksman's
Nobel Prize-winning discov-

ery, and the artificial insem-

ination of dairy cows devel-

oped by Enos Perry.

Many areas around cam-
pus are picturesque and one
with nature. Passion Puddle
is the popular hang-out spot

on Cook when the weather
gets nice. Students take a

breather from classes by
playing frisbee, feeding the

ducks, and sunning them-
selves. The surrounding
grounds of Cook College in

every support their educa-

tional and academic philos-

ophy.

The Cook Campus Center, de-

signed to blend into its sur-

rounding environment,
serves as the college hub.

The Nabisco Advance Food Technology Institute is

just one of many specialized research facilities at

Cook.
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AG Field Day
One of the biggest and most talked

about events on the Cook Campus each

year is AG Field Day. This annual party

and farm festival gives the public an

opportunity to experience life on a

farm and life at Cook College. A yearly

tradition for some seventy-five years,

AG Field Day brings together students,

faculty, alumni, and members from the

community.

The yearly celebration serves as an

open house for Cook College. Events

are planned where students present

their animals in shows for the Rutgers

community to see hands on. Animal

shows in the barns and stables, are the

highlight for many families with chil-

dren. For many students, the bands and

entertainers that perform throughtout

the day, make AG Field Day fun and

exciting.

The biggest draw for most students is

the open party atmosphere around the

apartment complexes on Cook. Thou-

sands of Rutgers students gather at the

Newell and Starky Apartments to listen

to music and drink. . .and drink. . .and

drink!

The day's festivities last well into the

night, where one can still find students

around bar-be-que pits with a beer in

hand listening to their favorite dance

tunes. AG Field Day is an event every

Rutgers student must experience.

Whether coming to work out or work off

some stress, the Cook/Douglass
Recreational Center offers students it

all.
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The Mabel Smith Douglass

Library provides students

with quiet study space, com-

puters, and endless research

facilities.

OUGL ASS
Douglass is one of the most

aesthetically pleasing cam-

puses of Rutgers. Traipsing

through the pathways lined

with trees, or sitting by Pas-

sion Puddle, contemplating

the meaning of life, the

Douglass campus provides a

relaxing break between class-

es.

The dining facilities are

definitely R.U.'s finest. The
warm, cozy atmosphere of

Cooper makes you forget

about the quality of the typ-

ical R.U. dining service and

encourages you to kick back

and relax while chatting with

friends. Intermezzo every

other Thursday night is an-

other one of those forget-

the-R.U.-service-blues reme-

dies. The restaurant-like at-

mosphere and gourmet food

is a great way to spend a meal

with a group of friends or

with that special someone.

There are, of course, a few

drawbacks to having classes

Construction of the Douglass

Student Center was complet-

ed during this year, adding

many new rooms and services.

on Douglass. First of all, scat-

tered across campus are

enormous heaps of horse

dung that should, by all

means, be avoided. The oth-

er main problem with having

classes all the way over there

is. . .you guessed it. .the GG.
It only runs every 20 minutes

(yeah, right!) from Living-

ston to Douglass and going at

least 40 minutes earlier for a

class just does not appeal to

many Livingstonites. Howev-
er, for those who have no
choice in the matter and are

forced to take classes way
over there, the surroundings

are pleasing to the eyes, and

waiting for the GG is usually

worth it.
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College Center on Douglass completes

major expansion project in 1993

The College Center on the Douglass Campus, is the

oldest student center in New Brunswick. With its younger

counterparts on the other New Brunswick campuses, the

Douglass Campus Center was in many ways behind the

times. Its meeting space was small and few; the center did

not have large multi-purpose space for large campus

events, nor did it have ample

office space for student or-

ganizations. As such, the Col-

lege Center was quickly be-

coming the dinosaur of R.U.

To bring the center up to

the quality of the other New
Brunswick student centers, a

major expansion and reno-

vation project was imple-

mented during the 1992 ac-

ademic year, and in 1993 the

students of Douglass and the

university have a newly ex-

planded, state-of-the-art fa-

cility.

The new facility added

much needed meeting rooms

for student groups as well as

many new student offices for clubs and organizations.

Multi-purpose space was also included with the addition of

Trayes Hall; student groups can now sponsor comics,

lectures, and performances in a sizeable room. Another

great addition was Mabel's convience store that offers

students everything from late night snacks to health and

beauty aids. Now the Douglass College Center can suf-

ficently serve the students of Rutgers with its new fa-

cilities.

Passion Puddle is the trademark of Douglass. Its majestic

area draws students from every campus to relax along its

banks.

COLLEGE CENTER

College Center underwent a
massive renovation, adding
many much needed facilities

to the Douglass campus.
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Finding a parking

spot on most campus-

es is always a press-

ing problem for stu-

dents.

Many commuters feel

that they practically

live in their cars. It's

not uncommon to see

commuters taking a

nap between classes

if the trip back home

is too far.

Getting parking tick-

ets is a part of daily

life for the commuter

student. Being re-

stricted to one lot

poses a lot of prob-

lemsfor commuters.

T 103

VER RES

AND

\D RES

ONLY
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Traffic on Metiers

Lane is at an all time

high between class

periods. It's not un-

usual to take 30 min-

utes to get across the

river.
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Rutgers students are

fortunate to have a

Pizza Hut in New
Brunswick equipped

with a full service

bar for their eating

and drinking pleas-

ures.

George Street serves

as the Main St. for

downtown. With sev-

eral shops, hanks,

and restaurants New
Brunswick is a con-

venient area for
many students.
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Downtown offers shops and restaurants to

all

The city of New Brunswick has a

great deal to offer to the students of

Rutgers University. With the con-

vience of being only a short walk or

bus ride away, downtown New
Brunswick has a unique mix of shops,

restaurants, entertainment and serv-

ices.

Downtown New Brunswick, which

is made up of small businesses along

George Street and its cross streets,

gives students and faculty a large

shopping area without driving miles

away. Many of the shops in the down-

town area specifically cater to the

university community. With clothing

and spirit shops like University

Sportswear and Scarlet Fever as well

as a handful of music stores targeting

young clientels, New Brunswick gives

the local mall tough competition.

In addition to a variety of stores

and shops, New Brunswick has sev-

eral very good restaurants. Whether

your taste is for Chinese, Italian, or

just burgers and fries, New Bruns-

wick can satisfy your cravings. Some

restaurants that are most frequented by

students would be: Old Man Rafferty's,

Pizza Hut, Tumulty's Pub, J. P. Lee's,

Stuff 'Yer Face, and the Church Street

Tratoria.

If food and shop was not good

enough for you, New Brunswick has a

lively amount of culture and entertain-

ment to offer. Downtown

New Brunswick is home

the three of the states ma-

jor theaters: The New Jer-

sey State Theatre, the

George Street Playhouse,

and the Crossroads The-

atre. Each of these cultur-

al meccas offer profession-

al shows, concerts, and

exhibitions to the Central

New Jersey area. Addi-

tionally, many students

take advantage of the stu-

dent discounts that these theaters offer

for many performances.

If culture is not your thing, New
Brunswick is also home to a lively music

scene. With several local bands coming

into town to play at one the the local

bars and pubs, finding a live band, no

matter what the taste, is not a difficult

thing to do.

Most students would agree that the

city of New Brunswick has a great deal

to offer, each being able to find some-

thing that is right for them.

For many coming to

New Brunswick, this

is their first look at

the city, from the

mass transit plat-

form.
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Many local and up
and coming bands

find their way to New
Brunswick; the Cor-

ner Tavern is just

one establishment

that offers such form

of entertainment.

One of the more fre- If Rutgers or Greek

quented eating estab- apparel is on your

lishments is a unique shopping list, one

Pizza Hut complete store with the biggest

with a full bar. selections would be

University Sports-

wear.
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The city of New
Brunswick has made
several provisions to

make everyone's expe-

rience in the city a

pleasant and enjoy-

able one.
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Part-time jobs on/off campus help pay the
bills

work-study position in one of the

many administrative offices across

campus.

For those students who opt to go

off-campus to find employment,
many students go no further than

downtown New Brunswick. With the

multitude of shops and restaurants in

the downtown area, employers often

fill their staff needs with university

students. It's not uncommon for

your waiter or waitress to also be in

your Accounting 325 class.

Still others go beyond New Bruns-

wick for part-time jobs; one place

that attracts many college students

for part-time jobs is one of the many
area malls. Menlo Park, Wood-
bridge, and Bridgewater Commons
are all within a 30 minute drive from
campus. Retail jobs are often plen-

tiful enough as well as flexible to

accommodate the erratic schedules

fo college students.

The trick to having a job while

attending school is that you still at-

tend school! Balancing academics

with a job is not easy task; time man-
agement and a little bit of creative

thinking is always a good thing to

have.

It's a fact that in today's world, many
college students must take a part-time

job to help pay the bills of a college

education. Still, others just want some
extra pocket money for those Friday

nights. Whatever the case may be, many
college students are working on campus
or in the community trying to make
some extra money.

All of the university

Dining Halls have

large student staffs

assisting with their

daily operations.

With so many offices and depart-

ments at Rutgers University, a student

has 101 employment options available

to them. The Office of Student Em-
ployment Services, located in Records

Hall assists students with their job
search. Job listings for both on and off-

campus positions are located there.

This service is a convenient way for

students to find summer
positions as well as jobs

thoughout the school
year.

Besides Employment
Services, many students

opt to take several on-

campus desk jobs located

in one of the Student
Centers, a Residence Hall,

or even one of the Uni-

versity Libraries. These
positions tend to be most
popular because of their

convenience and flexibil-

ity.

Many Livingston stu-

dents hold security positions in the Res-

idence Hall, work as food service as-

sistants in Tillett Hall, or check out

books at Kilmer Library. Additonally, it

is not uncommon to find students in a
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Many students find
on campus work-
study job to help pay

for their college ex-

penses. The Living-

ston Student Center

is one such place that

offers jobs to deserv-

ing students.

Putting in 15 to 20
hours per week in ad-

dition to a full corse

load of classes is

challengingfor many
students, but the re-

wards pay off literal-

ly.
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The Knight Club is

one of Rutgers' most

popular over-21
hangouts. From
techno to Jimmy Buf-

fet, the Knight Club

caters to all RU stu-

dents.

Don't even think of For those who like to

using a fake ID in get down on the

New Brunswick; dance floor, the

bouncers can spot Golden Rail is the

one a mile away. place to be.
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Monday Night Football. Tuesday

Two-Dollar Pitchers at Plum Street.

Wednesday 25 cent drafts at the Rail.

Thursday night — the biggest night

out during the week! Friday and Sat-

urday— need I say more? Sunday? A
day set aside for rest, homework, and

recovery from the weeks hangovers!

The problem for many who are

easily tempted by the call of alcohol

is that there is always a reason to go

to the bars. And the bars are always

ready to serve you — that is IF you

are of legal age. Once that big 21st

birthday comes around, be prepared

to have empty pockets, but a full

pitcher of beer!

New Brunswick offers a wide va-

riety of bars to the Rutgers com-

munity. From bars like the Scarlet

Pub (a.k.a. Pete's) and Old Queens

Tavern on Easton Ave. to bars with

dance floors like the Melody and the

Roxy on French St., Rutgers stu-

dents can take their pick to find the

type of atmosphere that best suits

them. Of course with so many places

to choose from, how do the bars en-

tice students to patronize their es-

tablishments.

On any given day, one can browse

through the Daily Targum and

among the sports and comics, find

specials for several of the area bars.

Just about anyone could tell you that

Old Queens has Pitch-O-Rama on

Thursdays and the Knight CLub has

$3.00 pitchers on Tuesdays. These

and other specials have made Tues-

days and Thursdays key bar nights

for many RU students.

With so much to do, so many
places to go, and so much beer to

drink; one would wonder how stu-

dents actually get any studying done

with the incredible Rutgers
"Knight" life as a distraction.

RUTGERS

Going outfor a brew

with close friends al-

ways makesfor an en-

joyable "Knight"
out.
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.AND THE

BLUES

it id.

There are just some

college days that you

will live to regret,

many of which in-

clude the over indul-

gence of alcohol.

Beep-Beep-Beep. Groggily, you

reach over to turn off the alarm

clock. After the third attempt, you

finally hit the snooze button. Slowly

you open one eye to wake up to a

fuzzy world and look at the time.

1:15pm. Guess you missed that first

period, Friday class again! But it's not

a problem. The problem is your head

is pounding, you're still wearing the

same clothes from last night, and you

cannot remember walking home.

The snooze alarm wakes you up

again. O-kay, this time you'll attempt

to get up, shower and run over to

Tillett before lunch ends. Food is

always a must after a late night of

partying. However, last night you

drankjust a bit more than you should

have and the water you drank before

you passed out didn't help. It's time

for the old fashioned hangover

receipe. Fruits and vegetables give

the best results to cure a hangover,

plus they also taste the best. Cold

showers and coffee are the methods

to clear your aching body. There's

the V-8 juice or Alka-seltzer meth-

ods, but those are always last resorts.

Of course, Advil and Tylenol are al-

ways useful on "the day after".

Before you realize it, it's diner

time and the day has passed by. You

are finally beginning to feel like a

human being again. But the weekend

hasjust begun and now it's time to go

out drinking and socializing, again.
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After a long
"knight" of bar hop-

ping down the streets

of New Brunswick,

the sound of a morn-

ing alarm is the last

thing you want to

hear.

When the partying is

over for the night

and students make it

back to the dorms,

many find it a chal-

lenge to make it back

all the way.
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One of the year's

highly visible and at-

tended events is the

annual Take Back
the Night march.

This year Rutgers
was honored with
presenting the one of

the largest showings

of the Names Project

AIDS Quilt Memori-

al at the Louis Brown
Athletic Center.

Nicknamed the Berk-

ley of the South,
Rutgers students reg-

ularly take a stand

for their beliefs and
convictions. Here stu-

dents protest outside

of a Board of Gover-

nors meeting.
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Nicknamed the Berkeley of the East,

Rutgers University has for some time
now been at the forefront of political

activism. The students of Rutgers con-

sider themselves a very educated body,
educated on the issues and ready to

defend them.
In our time at RU, we have seen

countless demonstrations, building be-

ing taken over, and student protests.

But what does this all mean? If you are

one in the mainstream of the student

body, it looks like the hippies are at it

again. If you are one of those hippies,

you wonder how so many students can

be so apathetic about the issues that

concern today's society and our college

campus.
One thing is sure, is that if there is a

cause there surely is a student (or a

group) out there fighting for it. From
an outsiders perspective it is interest-

ing to look at the political actions of
the student body at Rutgers. We are

actively a part of a community with a

high level of red tape and a good share

of problems (not unlike any other in-

stitution). The difference at Rutgers is

that the students tend to vocalize and
organize more so than most college

campuses.
Encouraging student empowerment

is important in the development of the

student; it asserts that the student is

committed and dedicated to a perspec-
tive or point of view that he or she will

defend. Is this not what our Professors

strive to encourage in our classes?

Why then is student activism at this

university looked at with contempt?
Why are students arrested, fined, and
threatened with jail for presenting and
defending a position?

True, many tactics of students to

"get their point across" cannot be tol-

erated and must be addressed through
proper channels, but how far has the

Administration gone to open up a fo-

rum to discuss and address issues that

are of concern to our students? The
mission of any institution of Higher
Education should be first and foremost
for the development of the student
both academically and personally. Yet,

when policies, tuition increases, stu-

dent votes on the BOG conflict with
that mission, it has been up to the stu-

dents to bring these issues to the spot-

light. Until the day happens when a

college Administration can work with
the students and not against them or
on their own personal agendas, stu-

dents will continually speak out in pro-
test and political activism will ever-

more live.

AWARENESS

ACTIVISM
Srftidm/dflit/

cauded oat/

With this past year
being an election
year, many students

found themselves ac-

tively supporting
their favorite candi-

date.
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Unhappy with the

work of the Universi-

ty's upper adminis-

tration and Board of

Governors, crowds of

students gather to

send a clear message

a disagreement to

President Lawrence.

The issue of tuition

increases always
sparks controversy

between students and
the administration

on campus.

With the arrest of
several vocal univer-

sity studentsfighting

for students rights,

supporters of the stu-

dents organize a ral-

iy-
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Resorting to "in your

face" tactics, this stu-

dent protest blocks

traffic on College

Ave. and marches to

Old Queens to voice

their concerns.

*

"Fight, fight,
fight. . .education is

a right! Hey, hey, ho,

ho. . .Lawrence has

got to go!" With pro-

tests and rallies hap-

pening almost week-

ly, students attempt

to bring about pro-

gressive changes.

Throughout time,

Livingston has been

at the forefront of
many student, polit-

ical movements at the

university.
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SPRING
Spring flings relieve stress before finals

eriod

Whether it rains or shines, Rutgers stu-

dents are always up for a party. This

year's biggest college parties were the

Livingston College Springfest, Rutgers

College Deinerfest and Cook College's

Ag Field Day. Each event was packed

with bands and attractions to keep stu-

dents entertained throughout the days.

Students get their

characters drawn
while attending Liv-

ingston's Spring
Weekend.

This year Livingston College's Spr-

ingfest was fortunate enough to avoid

its bad luck of rain with seasonable

weather. There, students had the op-

portunity to be a human bowling ball,

sample a variety of ethnic foods, and

listen to a days worth of live enter-

tainment.

At Rutgers College's

Spring celebration, Dei-

nerfest, students had the

opportunity to participate

in a variety f fn activities

that brought them back to

their childhood days.

Making your own spin art

and T-shirt tie-dying de-

signs were amognst the

most popular with the stu-

dent body. This festival is

one of Rutgers largest at-

tended events all year.

Students from all campuses find a way

to cut their Friday classes or commit-

ments and make it over to Denierfest.

It's not uncommon for students to walk

around all day hanging out and talking

with other students while eating a

burger from the student fcook out

and listening to the tunes of the

headline bands, playing at center

stage. Deinerfest, year after year,

proves to be a hugh success; students

find that its a great stress relieverjust

before they enter into finals.

But if Deinerfest didn't chill you

out enough, Ag Field Day, which has

become the University's largest keg

party will certainly make you forget

about finals. Everyone in the world

finds their way to Ag Field Day, and

some find it difficult to find their way

home after attending! Animal Souns

annually hosts live bands to liven up

the crowd at the Rec Center, while

others find their way to the apart-

ment parties at the Newell and

Starkey Complexes. The entire

Rutgers community meets in this

small area on campus and drinks . . .

and drinks . . . and drinks! Many stu-

dents say that if you remember Ag
Field Day, then you were not there

long enough!
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One of the Universi-

ty's largest Spring

festivals is Dei-

nerfest, held each

year before finals in

Deiner park over-

looking the Raritan

River and Johnson
Park.

Students vent their A new attraction to

creative juices at the this year's Livingston

tie-dying booth at Spring Weekend was

Deinerfest 1993. the human velcro

Here, students can wall. Here, students

purchase shirts or covered in a bodysuit

bring their own to jump and attempt to

make funky new de- stick to the wall,

signs.
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u
Academics at Living-

ston College reflect

the style of a liberal

arts college which is

committed to provide

an appreciation for

inquiry through ex-

amining values,

teaching multi-

culturalism, and

serving as a labora-

tory for learning.
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rofessors at Rutgers often

load on the books required for

class; it's not unusual to have 5

or 6 books for each class.

WALLETS EMPTY WHILE

DYING BOOKS
The process of buying books may

seem simple, but thefact of the

matter is that the students ofRutgers

know otherwise. First of all, you have

to figure out which one of the many

bookstores actually has the books you

need. There are four different

bookstores all of which are dispersed

throughout the New Brunswick

campuses. Running to the Livingston

Bookstore, then over to New Jersey

Book and the Rutgers Bookstore on

College Ave., and finally to the

Cook I Douglass Co-Op; students are

always in a mad-rush at the start of

each semester. Chances are great that

you won'tfind all ofyour books in

just one bookstore, therefore, students

must travelfrom campus to campus

in the pursuit of knowledge. "It was

very frustrating (buying books)

because I spent all day running all

over the place and when I got to the

last bookstore it was closed!", stated

Lisa Harley, Livingston College

junior.

After getting your books, you have

to make a trip to the register where

you're sure to wait on a line that

doesn't seem to end! The bookstores

ofRutgers are notoriousfor their

Students lose

big bucks when

selling back

books at the

end of the year.

lines. "I had to go to three different

bookstores and with each bookstore

came an even longer line!" exclaimed

Livingston College sophomore, Erik

Koons.

When you

finally reach

the store clerk,

you are faced

with yet

another

decision: How

to payfor your

books? Will

that be cash,

check, or

charge? No

matter what you choose, be prepared

to empty your wallets. Book costs can

add up, and before you know it,

you've spent between $50.00 to

$100.00 on average, for each class.

Just when you think that the hell is

over, you go to your second class and

realize that your professor also

printed up a course packet available

at either Kinko's or Pequod Copies.

This reading can easily add an

additional $10.00 to $30.00 to your

total book costs, not to mention

another trip to yet another store!
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n the first days of

classes, one can find

students standing on
mile long lines at area

bookstores, like New
Jersey Books, located on
Somerset St.

he Livingston

Bookstore, this past year,

converted to a shelf

system, where students

now can leaf through

used copies to get the

book in better condition.

ith professors

teaching different

sections of the same
class, it is often easy to

get the wrong books.
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^^^^^IT'S 8:10AM, TIME FOR

c/lRST PERIOD
Your alarm rings loudly, waking as well as cultures of other people.

aking

make the

and an A

good notes in class can

difference between a B
when it conies down to

exam time.

your body (and mind?)from a sound

and peaceful slumber. The thought

ofgetting outfrom under your warm,

cozy covers just doesn't seem

appealing at the moment. You press

snooze and once again rest your

head on the soft pillow and go back

to sleep to try to finish the dream

that your alarm clock so rudely

interrupted. After repeating this

routine afew times, some of us

actually get up to go to class.

Class?!? What's that? Well, the

answer differsfrom each person. For

some, it's a place to talk with friends

besides those who live in the same

residence hall. Some like to go to

class to meet new people, or to share

stories about the weekend events.

Others enjoy class because that cute

guy Igirl (or Professor, in some cases)

in the front of the room is so much

fun to stare at! But believe it or not,

some students actually go to classes

to learn. Yeah, you read it correctly.

Some go to learn about how and why

the world works, or to contemplate

whether the world even exists.

Classes can be a fascinating place to

ask and answer questions and to

explore many facets of our culture,

Waking up and

getting to class

is often harder

than the actual

class.

Of course, some Professors are

more interesting that others. Two

different Professors can teach the

same course, but their classes can be

completely

differentfrom

one another.

One can make

the class so

interesting

that you

would even

get up for

first period on

a Friday to

attend (o.k,

maybe not

Friday), and the other Professor

could be so boring that everyone's

asleep after the firstfive minutes.

We've all had classes where the hour

and twenty minutes seemed like an

eternity, so naturally, we try to avoid

those classes as often as possible.

Whatever the reasons are for

attending (or skipping) classes, we

must remember that we are here to

learn and after ourfour (orfive)

years here, we may never have such a

wonderful opportunity again.
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\#lass size can vary

greatly at Rutgers, with

classes from 5 to 500
students, most though

having 35-50 students

each.

EE xams and pop
quizzes could be very

stressful if one has not

done the text readings or

attended class.

Maimy Professors, on
beautiful days, bring the

class outside to discuss

Plato or Physics under a

bright sunny sky.
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STUDENTS SEARCH FOR
A

CORNER

for students, even 10 minutes

between classes is just enough to

get some of that extra studying

done.

Libraries are a very peculiar

place. For some, it is a place to

study, for some it is a place to do

research, and for others it is a place

to hang out with friends. At first, the

library can be very confusing. First

of all, the second floor of the Kilmer

Library is perfectly symmetrical,

therefore, you can easily become

disoriented ifyou walk up the wrong

flight of stairs. After walking around

the place once or twice, you become a

pro. Soon enough the stacks of books

will feel like home. . .just in time to

do that research paper.

Doing library research at Rutgers

is always an adventure. Your Expos

class first orientates you with the

library system, but eventually you're

on your own. Mastering the IRIS

system is vital to your success. Ifand

when you can locate the book or

journal you need on the computer,

chances are that it's at one of the

other libraries, it's taken out, or it's

lost somewhere at Rutgers. Quickly it

becomes obvious that you can't wait

until the last minute to do research!

Once you eventually gather all your

materials, you can finally start the

actual paper. Many people say that

finding the information is harder

RU libraries are

a great place to

get that studying

finished and that

paper written.

than actually writing the paper.

Kilmer Library is an excellent

facilityfor those students that do not

have their own computer; the library

is furnished with a computer center

that adequately serves the students of

Livingston —
the waitfor a

computer is

never as long

as it is at the

Roost! Whether

you are writing

a paper or

studyingfor an

exam, the

Kilmer Library 1

is the place to go. It's often less

crowded than the other Rutgers

libraries and the atmosphere is more

conducivefor studying.

It is inevitable, however, that you

will at one time or another have to

go to another library at Rutgers.

Throughout the entire University,

including the facilities at the

Camden and Newark Campuses,

there are 19 research libraries at

Rutgers, making it one of the largest

research institutions in the US. Good

luck, maybe you won't get lost and

confused!
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GETTING ANSWERS
FROM THE ACADEMIC

DVISORS
With as many majors that Rutgers objectives, most students find that the

cademic Advisors are easily

accessible to all Livingston

students; they assist students

with a variety of academic

issues.

offers and classes that are taught, it

is sometimes hard to choose the right

mix of courses to taylor an academic

program that is rightfor you. Lucky

for you, Livingston College has a

wealth of academic services to help

students with these decisions.

Academic Advisors, the Academic

Information Center, Peer Counseling

programs, etc. help students make

educated decisions about their

individual academic pursuits.

Academic Advisors are more than

just people who sit behind a desk and

tell you what classes to take. Most

Academic Advisors are trained to

advise students on specific programs,

like pre-law or medicine,

interdiciplinary or special programs

like Women's Studies and the E.O.F.

program. Studentsfind this

information very helpful when

planningfor theirfuture years at

RU and beyond.

Advisors assist in career

development as well as help students

to plan out proper course sequences.

When making important decisions

such as majors, degrees, and career

Academic Information Center is a

valuable resource of information.

From getting ADR evaluations, to

declaring majors and minors, down

to filingfor

diploma

request, the

Academic

Information

Center provides

many valuable

services to

Livingston

students.

One of the

most important academic decisions

that a student could make is what

major to pursue. This decision will

determine their academic course for

the years ahead, therefore it is

important that the choice made is the

best one. Advisors both at the college

and the department are there to

assist in this process. Whether

students are deciding a major or

plans for a career or graduate

school, Livingston provides much

needed academic support to its

students.

eciding what

major to pursue

or whether to

do a thesis is

easier with

good advice.
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**cademic Advising is

an important facet of

Livingston. Every

student is assigned an

advisor, with whom they

meet to discuss academic

decisions.

The Academic
Information Center is

the place to stop for

answers to almost every
question that is remotely
related to academics at

Rutgers.
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M\ voiding first periods, Friday

classes, and traveling back-to-

back from campuses has become
an art form for Rutgers

students.

REGISTRATION MADE
MUCH EASIER WITH

OUCH-TONE
When class registration time ar-

rives at Rutgers University, the level

offrustration among students rises.

The procedure is painstakenly long,

tedious, and hard.

Deciding exactly what courses to

take is not simple. The scheduling

book becomes your "Bible" as you con-

sider the time schedules. You must fit

everything in while trying to avoid

first periods, classes that meet on

Douglass, and anything that meets on

Fridays! Of course, other factors may

also play a role in what you consider,

such as, what classes yourfriends are

taking, what is required for your ma-

jor, the cost of books needed for the

class, if the class is considered a

"blow-off', and making sure all of

those ADR's are completed.

After you finally design the perfect

schedule, it is time to let your fingers

do the walking. New for this year,

Rutgers converted to a telephone reg-

istration system. This system is fan-

tastic! No more hour waits in long

lines, no more bitchy people at the

registration windows, no more hunt-

ing down signatures. Basically, all a

student has to do is find a touch-tone

phone, call up and punch in a series

ofnumbers. In minutes registration is

completed.

Some glitches in the system is that

during peak registration times, it is

hard to get through to an open line.

Also, getting

special permis-

sion into a class

now requires an

individual

number code

that you must

get from either

the Professor or

the department.

For the most

Students let

their fingers do

the walking

with

registration and

add/drop.

part, the tele-

phone system is much better than

camping out at Lucy Stone Hall for

hours, only to be told that the class is

unavailable.

As soon as registration is over and

you have gone to class, the dreadful

add I drop period begins. This is when

students attempt to get out of the class-

es that they struggled so hard to get

into just a week before. Dropping is

the easy part; adding is what causes

all the gray hairs. With the new touch-

tone service, even add I drop is not all

that bad.
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w
ith highlighter in hand, let

the studying begin. Reviewing
notes and highlighting points

from the text is a good way to

process information.

STUDENTS STRESS
OVER

XAM CRAM
Once again it's that time of the

year — Exam Cram. Everyone hates

it, but everyone experiences it because

they have spent the past 15 weeks

partying and drinking, and not

studying. It's evident when the exam

cram is about to begin; the libraries

are full, the computer centers have a

two hour wait, people are sleeping in

the lounges afterfalling asleep with

their books, and the Roost is actually

quiet!

It's down to the night before the

exam; you haven't been in class in

three weeks, you're photocopying your

friend's notes, you still havefour

more chapters to still read, and the

sun is just about to creep over the

Livingston Recreation Center. The

exam's at 8:00am and it's on

another campus! Panic overcomes

your entire body; you stop reading

the chapters and go right to

skimming every other page as well as

the summaries. You have to leave

now or you'll never make your exam

on Douglass. You grab your book,

two sharp number two pencils and

run like hell to the bus stop, trying to

skim a chapter on the way. You get to

the bus stop and everyone else is

doing the same thing— that last

minute cram. After pushing your way

on a campus bus, next thing you

know you are stuck in a monstrous

traffic jam on Route 18! By the time

you get to your class, the exam has

already begun. No time to jot down a

few notes on

the desktop. . .

When the

exam is done,

you find out

that the only

two questions

you answered,

were

answered

wrong! You

realize then

that the eight

hours of "cramming" you did the

night before didn't pay off as well as

you would have liked it to. The

semester spent sleeping in class has

taken the worst possible root, failure

or close, that dreaded D. It has

finally hit you that studying during

the semester might have been a wise

idea. The endless hours ofpartying

and sleeping have proven to be a

turn for the worst. Maybe next

semester, instead ofgoing to the

fraternities, you will actually stay

home and hit the books. Nah!

You haven't been

to class since the

mid-term and the

final's tomorrow.

Cram it all in!
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c%#omputing facilities

are abundant at Rutgers.

Here, a student finishes

up a take-home final at

the Kilmer Library

computer center.

roup study sessions

something most students are helpful to many
experience; attempting students. Fielding

to remember 15 weeks' questions and clarifying

worth of material takes a information before an
great deal of exam could give you
concentration. those extra points.
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A LESSON IN THE Rl SCREW

Welcome to

Rutgers

University.

Collect $8,000
term bill.

The health center

results determine that

you're pregnant.

Since you're a male,

they decide that it's

an ulcer instead.

78

Since you're already

on Douglass, you

decide to take a break

and catch some rays

at Passion Puddle.

The old stomach

starts to grumble,

so you go to the

Dining Hallfor
lunch. Suddenly,

feeling sick after

the tofu surprise,

you decide to go

to the RU Health

Centerfor an
exam by a (ha-ha)

doctor.

You decide to gofor a work-out

at the gym, but the weight

room is about to closefor the

day due to budget cuts.

Drive around on

College Ave. for
over an hour tofind
an open parking

spot. Give up
eventually and
park in an

unauthorized lot.

RU
construction

slowed campus
buses. By the

time you get to

Douglass, class

is half over.

You decide to

skip!

Expecting a

packagefrom the

folks, you head over

to the LPOs. Three

weeks after the

package was
postmarked, it

finally arrives.

\



You race to your class, which you

need to graduate and is only

offeredfirst and second periods on

Friday. As you reach the door of

your classroom, you notice that the

Room Change slip posted states

that your class has been moved to

Douglass. Ugh!

Since you've missed yourfirst class,

you leavefor your second class

extra early. Yes, you're one of those

lucky students who have more than

one class on Fridays.

The professor reminds the

class that their research

papers are due next class.

Research papers?!?

What?!? Oops, Iforgot

about our papers!

Back at your car,

you notice an RU
ticket on your

windshield; $16for
unauthorized

parking.

You decide to leave

the car and take the

bus so you don't

risk another ticket.

The Ledge bus stop

is packed as usual.

You head back to the

dorm to work on your

paper. When you

arrive, your buddies

are drinking in their

room so you join

them. The noise alerts

the RA who writes

everyone up!

You call it a night

and go to sleep,

knowing that you're

just another victim of

the dreaded R.U.

Screw, and tomorrow

will be no different!





Being a member of

the residential com-

munity on campus

made Livingston

much more than a

college, rather it be-

came a home. Living

on campus and being

a part of the Living-

ston community
brought many treas-

ured memories and

experiences.
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WHERE

TO

LIVE?

!
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Living in dorms can be a great experience, if you live in the right place.

The "right" place depends on your own opinion. Some opt to live in the

Towers, while others tend to stick in the Quads. But no matter where you

choose to live, you are guaranteed to have a good room. If you live on

Livingston, you don't have to worry about a small room. On average, the

rooms here are much larger and much roomier than on other Rutgers

campuses.

For some, the Ernest A. Lynton Towers are the place to be. Co-ed by room

floors and the convenience of molasses-like elevators draw students to these

resident halls. The Towers offer views of everything from the top of Lucy

Stone Hall to the ant-like Ramada Renaissance Hotel in East Brunswick, and

on a VERY clear day, some have claimed seeing the Twin Towers in New
York City. Besides the great views, the Towers offer a person who wants to

live in a single, a bigger room than if they received a single in the Quads.

If you like having single-sex floors, or if you prefer the exercise of climbing

four flights of stairs to get to your room, the Quads are the place to be.

Although the singles are quite smaller than the Towers singles, the double

rooms are usually bigger. Besides that, closet space is much more abundant,

and the furniture in many houses is newer. One bad thing about the Quads is

the hike up to Beck first period in the morning. You feel like you live on

Cook!

Getting the room you want, though, isn't as easy as you think when you end

up with a lottery number like 978! The

lottery is a unique addition to Livingston.

Housing has devised this ingenious inven-

tion, to assure students that he or she has a

fair chance at getting their old room back.

For some of the fortunate souls vying for a

dorm on Livingston, luck plays a big part

in the housing lottery. If you pick a num-

ber between 1 and 100, you most likely,

can aquire any dorm room you would like,

but most of us aren't that lucky. "979!

Does that mean I subtract it from 1000

and that's my number?" said one unfor-

tunate student. Mike Rodriguez, a first

year student, said, "It' s a fair process, but

I wish I got a better number!" (He ended

up with 743!)

Overall Livingston offers the best of

both worlds, and the best housing options

of all five campuses. People look forward

to moving here, "My room here is twice

the size of my room at home," says junior

Engineering student, Alberto Dominguez.
he Quads Residence T . . rr ,. rr_ 7; „ . Livingston offers so many different op-
Halls offer a variety ° ...

of different housing
portunities and options, that it is almost

options, such as the impossible to get a bad dorm room!

Independent House, and
Quiet Houses.



closefamily

atmosphere is just

one advantage of living in

the Quads. The set up of

the Quad Houses allows

residents to feel a part of

a home, like these House

28 residents.

he Ernest A. Lynton

Towers stand 8

stories above campus,

providing a homefor over

900 residents on

Livingston. Many students

like this type of

apartment-style living.
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WHAT

TO

BRING?
\

The summer was over. You won-

der to yourself, "Where did the time

go?" School shopping was done and

you have obtained two thousand lit-

tle knick-knacks, that you know you

will never use. The day has finally

arrived to pack up the old car, and

truck on over to Livingston.

After shoving and squeezing

everything you possibly could into

the once dreaded, but now handy,

family station wagon, you and your

family are off. As you slowly drive

away, reality hits. Smack! Your mind

turns into a freeway for incredibly

frightening thoughts; "I know I for-

got something. Nobody's going to re-

member me when I return. I know I

forgot to say good-bye to someone.

What if my roommate is awful? What

if my room has mice! What if my
room is the size of my closet at home?

Home!?! Who's going to feed my
fish?" As near hysteria breaks out in

your mind, your parents are adding a

few more lectures into your already

abundant collection that you have

heard about a thousand times before.

Driving onto campus, the maze of

one-way roads directed by student



orientators, momentarily confuse

and baffle your dad behind the

wheel. Then, after waiting ten or

more minutes to find a parking

space, the woody wagon pulls in

front of your new "Home Sweet

Home." Your loving parents faith-

fully unload the car, while you dash

to check out your new room. "When

I first opened the door, I thought

'Oh, my God!' But quickly I saw the

possibilities for the room, no matter

how small or how institutional it

looked," said Livingston College

first-year Tobey Karlstein. After ar-

ranging the furniture, laying down a

rug, and hanging some posters, the

transformation remarkably takes

place. The move was successful, and

you are now home at last.

task, but with the help of because the last box can

afriend, and a handy- finally be carried up to

dandy hand-truck, the your new home.

task is made bearable.
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WHO
TO

ROOM

WITH?

Sharing a room; that's got to be one of the scariest thoughts to someone

who has never lived with anybody before. But in actuality, it can be one of the

best experiences of your life. For the first time in your life you have to share a

phone, adjust to the style of another person's music, and you might even have

to adjust to a new bedtime. But at the same time, you are learning re-

sponsibility and how to do deal with other people better.

"You never have to be scared if something goes bump in the middle of the

night, it's probably your roommate falling off the top bunk bed," states

sophomore Mike Fama. "A roommate is like having a security blanket, you

know it will always be there for you," states Mike's roommate, Jeff Estep.

Having another person living with you has many advantages, as well as

disadvantages.

Think back to the moments preceding your first encounter with your new

roommate- scarey thought, huh? Well for most of us it was a dreadful

experience. "What if she's one of those roommates from hell, that I keep

hearing about? What if she hates me; what if I hate her?" were some thoughts

when Sandy Csapo, reminisced about the first day of school. So many

thoughts crammed into one small mind at one moment, no wonder why

college is stressful. After all of that, you find out that you love each other!

They couldn't have placed you with a better roommate!

But a happy ending isn't the way it always works out, sometimes it turns out

to be a little less than a fairy tale. Sometimes you end up hating everything

about your roommate; she's a slob, she

dresses funny, she plays her weird music

too loud, at odd hours of the night, and

she smells. When asked why she moved

out two weeks after moving in, an anon-

ymous sophomore said, "She never

cleaned, she practiced strange, and I think

illegal, rituals at 3 am., and she constantly

had her boyfriend sleeping over; she had

no respect for me."

But for most of us, there is always a

happy medium; you're not best friends,

but you love each other's company. "We
get along very well, we're not best friends,

but we have a good time when we are

together," says junior transfer, Kevin

Bartels. Getting along, and respecting

each other's privacy is probably the best

way to stay roommates and remain

friends. So for all of those in quest for the

perfect roommate, keep in mind, college

isn't a fairy tale!

J/^M aving a roommate

there to sit around,

talk, or help each other

with homework, can be

one of the best things

about college.
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WHERE
TO

HANG

OUT?

From Secret Santa's to intramural

sports, dorm life is always active.

Dorm activities give the residents an

opportunity to get to know each oth-

er as well as provide a pleasant at-

mosphere to live in. Even the sim-

plest thing, such as going to Tillett,

qualifies as a dorm activity.

One of the most participated in

floor activities is recreational in-

tramurals. Teams such as the Flying

Jalepenos or the Six Pack make up

this competitive league. "It's the best

way to strengthen our friendships,

and it is a good work out," states

team captain Jason Smith. Team
work, dedication, and the pursuit of

a victory keeps the team together.

And if intramural sports aren't

your thing, many floors have been

spotted playing such odd sports as

"midnight mud football,"

"bathroom basketball," and "floor"

hockey. Each gives the atmosphere

of fun without such competitiveness.

"When we play (bathroom basket-

ball), we are either drunk or every-

body on the floor has an exam the

next day!" says Mike Treiner, "it's

also a good form of procrastination."

Sometimes the best

place to hang out is

right in your own room.

With home-like touches,

such as this recliner, this

student relaxes in his own
space.



And if you're still not satisfied that

dorm life is active, think back to the

last time you walked past a floor

lounge at night and saw it empty.

Too long ago? Another common
floor event is just ordering pizza and

hanging out in the lounge. Sur-

prised? Pizza is a mysterious thing, it

seems to have a bonding effect be-

tween floor members. "We always

have the best conversations over piz-

za!" states Hans Klose, LC junior.

When the year comes to an end,

you start to realize that the activities

you participated in and the pizza par-

ties you went to, had an underlying

purpose- friendship. The friendships

you made that year on your floor will

probably last a lifetime because of all

the memories you shared together.

Students ofen take

advantage of the

game equipment in each

Main Lounge. Pool tables,

pianos, TV's and ping-

pong tables all bring

students together.

^Mou don't have to be

* doing something to

have a good time. These

floormatesfind timefor a

littlefun hanging out in

the House Lounge.
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WHAT

TO

DO?

"Knock, knock, knock. . .come in!" Wow, you think to yourself, some-

body has come to visit me! It's one of your floormates asking if you want to go

to dinner. When you accept and leave your room, seven other of your

floormates are waiting to greet you and go off to trek to Tillett.

One advantage of living in the dorms is the friends you meet on your floor.

From going to football games to borrowing each others' clothes, floormates

are always there. "It's great! There's always someone around to talk to or go

somewhere with!" exclaims LC junior Jennifer Gavitt.

Throughout the time spent at school, a family-like atmosphere develops.

From decorating your bulletin boards, to the unveiling of Secret Santas, and

from hanging out in your neighbor's room to studying in the lounge during

finals; a family of friends forms.

Many floormates engage in late night excursions to the diner, beach, or the

city. What a better time to do something crazy than 2 am, especially if you

have an exam during second period in the morning! "Me and my floormates

were crazy Freshman year. We would, on the drop of a suggestion, hop in the

car and drive into New York City just to walk around the Village or South

Street," remembered Betty "Booper" Chan, Livingston senior.

One doesn't have to go too far to do something spontaneous at night. One

student who wanted to remain nameless, said that his floormates and he

would have impromptu parties on the roof of Lucy Stone Hall's B-wing. "It

was awesome; we would hang out, drink a case and star gaze. It was a great

stress reliever."

Some floormates choose to hang out

much more casually, like gathering

around the tube to watch Beverly Hills

90210 every Wednesday night. "A whole

bunch of my friends would come over

every Wednesday night like clock work to

watch what's new at West Beverly," said

LC junior Andrea Krieger. "It was our

time to hang out and laugh at Brenda and

Brandon; they're such wimps, you know!"

Whether it's the TV, a midnight trip, or

table tennis in the Main Lounge, there's

always plenty to do, thanks to living with

floormates. With a little invention, a dull

night in your room could turn into one of

the most memorable nights of your col-

lege career.

friendly game of

cards could pack the

lounge if the stakes are

high enough. These

students are killing some

time, before they have to

go back and hit the books.



oal! The Main
Lounge of each

residential area offers

students a place to take a

break, like these students

playing a game of table

soccer.

any student groups,

including the

Residence Hall Council,

sponsor social and
cultural events in area

Main Lounges. A popular
event is Quad Three's

annual Plato's Den
Coffeehouse.
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WHEN
ITS

UP TO

YOU!

Living on your own is the greatest

thing in the world, no curfew, no

parents, parties all the time, etc.,

etc.,etc. . . But there are the downs

about living away from home — re-

sponsibilities.

For some students, the word re-

sponsibility isn't in their vocabulary,

but for most of us, it is. For the first

time in your life you find yourself

cleaning your own room, paying

your own bills, and even doing your

own laundry. Of course, some of us

can bring their laundry home to

mommy every week, but for others,

college life is very similar to reality.

It's the end of the month and

phone bills come in. You don't have

enough money in your bank account

to cover half of that! Your mom al-

ways said, "Spend your money wise-

ly!" Only then do you wish that you

had listened to her! Keeping a

clean room is a rather difficult task

for some. "Studying takes so much

out of you, you just don't have time

to clean your room," said Wendy

Schwartz, LC first-year student. This

is a responsibility that often becomes

a burden when it is put off a bit too

long.

Throughout your life you have to



take responsibility for your actions-

some students feel that it's not a good

time to start. While others feel im-

mediate consequences of not taking

responsibility seriously. Some stu-

dents tend to put off laundry detail

until the pile reaches just below nose

level. The laundry room isjust one of

those places resident students try to

ignore, but unfortunately, students

feel the consequences very quickly,

that not doing laundry brings about.

All in all, responsibility most of the

time, becomes more of a burden,

than an advantage to living away

from home. Responsibility is just one

more stressful thing students have to

deal with. From doing dirty dishes to

the dreadful task of deciphering the

phone bill, responsibility follows

wherever you go.

)Oing laundry isfor

many a pain in the

neck, because after sorting

your clothes, hauling it

and the 10 lb. detergent

bottle down to the

laundry room; you realize

that there are no empty

machines. Ugh!

i esponsibilities tend

to build up, and so

does the pile ofjunk, very

quickly at college.

Neglecting responsibility,

leads to a very messy

room.

WKMhe dreaded snooze

button could be your

bestfriend or worst

enemy. At college, there's

no one downstairs calling

you to breakfast, like at

home.
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l^HEN

TO

MOVE

OFF?

"When is dorm life enough?" is a question many students ask themselves

around theirjunior or senior year. New Brunswick and the surrounding area

gives students many opportunities to live off-campus. Most students find that

the costs to live off-campus are somewhat higher than the dorms, but living in

your own apartment with cable television, and no RA telling you to turn

down the music definitely has its advantages.

Finding the perfect apartment in New Brunswick can be considered an art

form. Everyone's hunt begins with the Daily Targum. Each morning starting

in March, students search through the classifieds circling possible dream

apartments. After the twentieth phone call, scheduling to see five different

places in one day; you gather the roommates and start beating the path of

New Brunswick. Usually, the first couple of places you see will either be the

absolute pits or too small that they don't legally qualify as a room. Then IT

happens. . .you visit house #23. It's a nice apartment that, with some paint

and a scrub brush, could be "Home Sweet Home" for you and your room-

mates.

Now that you have found your new home, another series of headaches

begin. For many students, this is the first time dealing with a landlord or a

lease. Since New Brunswick is famous for their share of "slum lords",

students have to be careful. When the lease is ready and signed, you legally

have your new "Home Sweet Home" and all its headaches. Headaches like

that unexpected water bill, alternate side of the street parking, garbage

collection at 5:30 in the morning, etc.

Living in New Brunswick for the Sum-

mer? No, well that means that you (and a

couple hundred other people in NB) have

to find a summer sub-lessor. Hopefully,

you can find a friend to take over your

summer rent, otherwise you're out three

months rent.

Moving-in day is June 1 st for most off-

campus apartments. Now that you have

the opportunity to move all of your life's

possessions into your place, you find that

the refrigerator has some unidentified

growth, the place has not been painted or

cleaned, only three of the oven's burners

work, and the bathroom sink drips. Ughl

With some long days and nights of

cleaning and arranging, the old place

finally comes together quite nicely. Now,

the only way to keep it this nice is to set up

a cleaning schedule. Unlike the dorms,

there's no housekeeping staff. Quickly,

Mr. Clean and the scrubbing bubbles be-

„ . , come close friends as you finish your week-
ew Brunswick 7 7

provides students lY chores. All in all, most students would

with many housing have to say that living off-campus is far

options,from small off- better than the dorms. Being off-campus

campus houses to condo on your own is one step closer to "the real

complexes. world".



7

alking to class is

no longer as easy

as crawling out of bed

and running next door.

Most students live between

5 and 15 minutes away

from College Ave. and a

campus bus stop.

any off-campus stu-

dents were trapped

in their apartments dur-

ing the Blizzard of 1993.

The lucky students left a

day early for Spring
Break.

ogging along the

streets of New Bruns-

wick is a good way to burn

a couple of calories while

at the same time visit some

friends down the block.
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u
Involvement in an

athletic program of-

fers its participants

valuable lessons in

commitment, individ-

ual and group devel-

opment, determina-

tion, and important

educational discover-

ies which are appli-

cable both on and off

the athletic field.
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Ihe start of this season was rocky when Rutgers lost its first

game to Boson College. Many fans didn't know if this team
could live up to the hype from the newspapers. This would be a

year of high expectations for Rutgers football players from both
fans and the coaches. Coming off a 6 and 5 season last year, the

Scarlet Knights hoped to improve that record. They did im-

prove their record, but not without dedication.

Pre-season focused on Miami transfer Brian Fortay (#7). Many
questioned how well he would handle the Big East Conference.
Leaving Miami, the quarterback capital of the world, more
people were concerned with why he chose Rutgers. The simple

answer is he "didn't want to start (again) away from home," but
felt that Rutgers was an "unknown commodity." As the season

continued, the new celebrity on campus was forced, however, to

share the spotlight with freshmen Ray Lucas.

Lucas made his Rutgers debut during the second game,
against Colgate, to relieve Fortay. Lucas started his first game
against Penn State on October 3, 1992, under what many
viewed as the quarterback controversey. Coach Doug Graber
did not want the backlash from such a controversey and used
both Fortay and Lucas to complement each other. Apparently,

this strategy worked well because the Scarlet Knights improved
their season outcome to 7 and 4 with the glimpse of a post-

season game.
The bowl, although just within grasp, never did arive. The

Independence Bowl game never did give RU the invitation,

dampening the hopes of many students and fans. Why, many
asked. Because Rutgers was seemingly incapable of shipping

10,000 people across one time zone.

More important than that was the fact that Rutgers forced

their way from a major deficit position to a crucial win against

Virginia Tech on Homecoming. The sto-

ry book ending brought the dream of a
bowl game a little bit closer. "It was a

great lesson for our whole football team.

Our defense really struggled, but they

hung in there and they played really

tough in the last two series to give us a

chance to win the game. That was the

key," said coach Doug Graber.
The infamous 'RU Drive' began with

the snap to Fortay. He looked down the

field and connected with Mario Henry.
With 7 seconds left and 15 yards to go.

RU made the score, and the fans went
wild. The RU Football team always keeps

their fans cheering.

Here a Scarlet Knight
Football Player runs with

the hall. The Scarlet

Knight running game is

always a success.
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Scarlet Knight Player #44

pushes aheadfor the extra

yardage needed to get a

first down. The Scarlet

Knight offense never lets

theirfans down.

What a fierce game it was.

Rutgers vs. Pittsburg.

Thousands offans packed

the Rutgers stadiumfor its

first televised game of the

year. Rutgers was victori-

ous.

A Rutgers Player looks for

an opening in the line, in-

order to run for the first

down. The Rutgers Foot-

ball Team always keeps

thefans watching.
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And he's off!!! Here a

Rutgers player marches
down the field for a touch

down. The Football team

had a successful season.

The Rutgers Football
Team had a successful win

over Colgate. Here a play-

er escapes a tackle from
the opposing Colgate
Team.

The offensive line blocks,

so that theirfellow Knight

may break through the

line in order to get that

first down.
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Ihe Scarlet Knight soccer team had an unpredictable and
disappointing season. The team, coached by Bob Reas-
so, had a 4-1-2 record in the Atlantic 10 conference and

10-7-3 overall. The team dropped out of the ISAA Top 25
Poll for the first time in three years and suffered tremen-
dously due to injuries to senior captainJeff Zaun and junior
Pedro Lopes. Zaun redshirted himself in order to remain
eligible to play next season and Senior John Rodgers stepped
in to fill the co captins' sambas. Another problem the Knights
faced had to do with disciplinary and red card suspensions.

Brian Sentowski and Andreas Maier both found themselves
watching their teammates from the sidelines throughout
games during the season. The young team had a difficult

time offensively, despite first year Vic Tartara's speed and
control, midfielder Rocky Strazzella's fancy foot-work and
Hamisi Amani-Dove's strength. Other rookies that saw play-

ing time included Kevin O'Connell, Aaron Mace, Dan Mar-
tin, and Eric Miller. Sophomore Rob Johnson entertained
soccer fans of all ages who traveled to the games to see his

famous flip throw-in. Johnson, Doug Nevins, and Brent
Longenecker definately added enthusiasm and total effort to

every second they were on the field. Both goal tenders Tony
Faticoni and Cori Hunter made fabulous saves and kept few
balls from reaching their intended goal.

Individually every player showed skill and had great mo-
ments. Johnson ana Stazzella made first team A- 10 All Con-
ference. Longenecker and Amani-Dove
earned second-team honors. Represent-
ing the Knights on the All-Tournament
team were Sentowski and Strazzella.

However, the team never quite came
together in the way that transforms in-

dividual greatness into team champi-
onships. The Knights ranked No. 2 in

the Atlantic 10 Tournament lost to No.
1 George Washington in the first

round. It was the first time in Rutgers
history that the Men's Soccer Team did

not advance to the championship
round. This was a rough season, but
with experience, drive, and hopefully a

bonded spirit, the Knights plan to take

the NCAA's next season.

Vic Tartara shows his

speed early in the season.

With a lot ofyoung players

on the team, Rutgers fu-

ture looks bright.



Goal keeper Kori Hunter

makes a save as his oppo-

nent quickly approaches.

Hunter shared net time

with senior Tony Faticoni

this season.

Hamisi Amani-Dove beats

the two Washington State

players for possession of

the ball. In the Met Life

classic, Amani-Dove was

named Offensive MVP.

Eric Miller and Rob John-
son tackle Brown's goal

keeper during the South

Carolina's Met Life /

Adidas Soccer Classic.

Brown went on to win 1-0.

IP
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Ihe Lady Knight Soccer season ended with a

bang. The 13th ranked squad beat Cornell 2-0

to finish with an 1 1-4-4 record, and captured their

third consecutive ECAC Championship. Senior

Christa Aluotto made both goals while Saskia Web-

ber guarded the net and recorded her eighth shut-

out of the season. Webber was named Player of the

Year and chosen to receive this year's Golden Boot

Award, which honors the nation's top athlete

goalie. She is now training for the U.S. National

Team.

Head coach Charlie Duccilli captured his 100th

career win at Rutgers. Unfortunately, the Lady

Knights were not invited to the NCAA tournament

because they were ranked 1 3th and the system only

took the top 12. It was a disappointment for the

other seniors Jennifer Gibbons, Jody Miller, and

Dana Zonkie, who never got the chance to play in

the NCAA Tournament. However, the team did

defeat Yale 2-0 to win the ECAC Tournament.

Many key players such as the Livingston twins Pam
and Pia Pitchok, juniors Sandy Dickson and Tracy

Foster will be returning. Foster

was named second-team All-

Region and was a key player in

the successful season.

Saskia Webber boots the

ball across the field.
Awarded the Golden Boot
Award, Webber is consid-

ered the nation's best goal-

keeper. She'll be playing

in The World Cup in 1995.
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Pia Pitchok helped RU
end their season in style by

winning the ECAC Tour-

nament with a 2-0 victory

over Yale.

The senior players were a

strong force in this years

women's soccer team.
Christa Aluotto, Sakia
Webber, Dana Zonkle and

Jen Gibbons will certainly

be missed.

Successfully maneuvering

around the opposing team,

the Lady Knights beat

their opponents at every-

thing they do.
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Icarlet Knight Hoops fans expected a tremendous
lamount of excitement and enthusiasm during the 1992-

93 season. Despite a murderous schedule, everyone was hop-

ing to achieve a fifth consecutive post season bid. With 10 to

12 letter winners returning from a year ago, Coach Bob
Wenzel's team was looking good and ready for action against

top teams like Kentucky and Duke.
Unfortunately the Knights opened the campaign with an

87-79 loss to Tennessee in the first round of the Pre-Season

NIT, followed by another loss by 8 points to Delaware. Yet
despite its slow start, the team picked up wins against St.

Bonaventure, Princeton, Temple and St. Joes. It was St. Joes,

however, after a lot of "almost" wins for Rutgers, that

eliminated post-season play for the Knights.

The team consisted of new and familiar faces. Anthony
Stewart, a junior center was recruited from Lon Morris

Junior college in Texas. The Freshmen players joining the

team include forwards Luis Ayala and Andrew Kolbasovsky,

while Sophomore Robin James saw more playing time this

season. Damin Samtiago, known for his quickness and ability

to get the team organized, hit a 25-foot three-pointer in the

second overtime which resulted in a 90-87 victory over St.

Bonaventure. Sophomore forward, Jamal Phillips headed up
the front court and scored half the game against the Min-
utemen of U. Mass. Alvin Rich, a senior forward for the

Knights missed part of the season due
to a hairline fracture in his left foot, but

came back to give it his all. Senior Mike
Jones was busy stealing the ball from his

oppenents and scoring. Center Junior
Chuck Weiler found himself in the

Center position with only assistance

from Stewart. Weiler's rejections al-

ways were a crowd pleaser.

For the Scarlet Knights, it was a

season of close games. With a 13-15

record, Rutgers was eliminated from
the Atlantic 10 Tournament. This
time, the defeat was only by 1 point.

The Knights never gave up their battle,

but they would not get a taste of the

Sweet Sixteen this season.

Mike Jones with the jump-

er! Rutgers played hard

this season, but did not see

any post-season play.
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Towering above the com-

petition, Phillips sinks the

shot for two points. Phil-

lips, returning next year

as a junior, was one of the

youngest starters. He
shared that spot with

freshman, Andrew
Kolhasovsky.

Some people play aggres-

sively some of the time, hut

Steve Worthy plays aggres-

sively all the time. His

playing style attracted

fansfrom all over the state

to watch him.

Steve Worthy with the bas-

ket and thefoul!Many stu-

dents will miss him next

year, but wish him well.
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lebound after rebound, play after play, the Lady
.Knights were performing and preparing to go all the

way. These hard working players beat U. Mass 71-63 at the

RAC to capture the Atlantic 10 regular-season champion-

ship. It was Rutgers first A- 10 win in Women's Basketball

since 1990. Head coach Theresa Grentz, who also coached

the Summer Olympics Women's USA basketball team,

showed experience and great coaching skills to put together

such a cohesive team.

Senior guards and captains, Cheryl Cop and Vicky Green
were cornerstones in the team. Cop's 4 year career had been

inhibited only slightly by a knee injury and diabetes. Her
leadership never quit. While Green's strong defense, quick

lay ups and perimeter shots helped Rutgers beat their op-

ponents. C'ta Mitchelson became a name heard all over

campus as she stunned teams like Temple when she hit 17

points. Denise Reddy, a fifth year senior also added strength

to the team with her hard nosed attitude.

Caroline DeRose, a junior was named to All-Atlantic 10

Team and Liz Hanson made A- 10 Rookie of the Week. Both

players, as well as Regina Kalucki, Amy Reynders and Janell

Williams will be returning to play next season. Williams, a

forward pleased everyone with an incredible show, against

Rhode Island of 25 points and 17-rebound performance.

The Lady Knights' confidence grew and posted an 8-1 record

before hitting the road to the NCAA's.
This dynamic team knocked 17th

ranked Vermont from the first round

of NCAA's. However when unranked

Rutgers faced No. 3 Ohio State, the

result was not as pleasant. Ohio State's

91-60 victory came in front of a crowd

of 12,000 people. But RU was poised

and remained proud because of its out-

standing accomplishments. Few teams,

nationwide, can boast 8 straight appear-

ances in the NCAA Tournament. So

maybe not all the way in '93, but hey,

that's what '94 is for!

All eyes were on this woman
during the '92-'93 season.

C'ta Mitchelson, the 6'3"

center joined the Rutgers
team mainly because of
coach Theresa Grentz and
the prestigious team she has
developed here on the
banks.



Caroline DeRoose should

be afamiliarface tofellow

Livingston students. Play-

ing tough every game,
DeRoose became a pivital

player this year.

Dribbling down past the

opposition, Vicky Green
pushes her way into the

paint. Sharing the guard
position with others,
Green put on a good show
every time on the court.

After having switched
numbers, Janel Williams

played a strong season.

Here Williams looksfor an

open teammate to help her

out of trouble.
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Ihey complain that the sport is small, and there

aren't many teams, or even conferences. But
you do not hear them complain for too long, or too

loud, because the Rutgers Lacrosse teams are pow-
er houses. Both the mens and womens Lacrosse

teams are successful.

Pre-season, the men's team was ranked 12th na-

tionally, for division 1 teams. "We play one of the

toughest schedules in the country," said Nick De-

Lapi, a senior starter. This team didn't start its

season well, however. Their first game against Loy-

ola was cancelled because of mother nature's Bliz-

zard of '93. According to DeLapi, this "young but

experienced squad" will not give up because they

are "expecting to make the playoffs." Weather,
certainly has not been on their side, however. Del-

aware and Hofstra matches were also cancelled.

With the deflated Busch Bubble their situation did

not improve. Any chance of changing the playing

field had been busted, literally.

The women's Lacrosse team has a different gripe.

The women's Lacrosse team has the unfortunate

problem of low funding. Three years ago, women's
Lacrosse lost their funds, but were reinstated the

following year. This bunch of women must now
play their hearts out to prove to everyone that they

are worthy of their funding. Rob-
in Cincotta claims, that there are

no conferences because "there

are not enough teams." About
half of the team also plays on the

field hockey team. This means
that these women are in top shape

for the season. Like the men's

team, women's Lacrosse is also

young and looking for recruits.

Watch out! Here number

twenty-four must look out

for an attack from the op-

posing team.
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Rutgers number 44 has the

ball, but he'll have to

thinkfast in order to avoid

an attack from his oppo-

nent.

The Scarlet Knights Men's
Lacrosse Team practices

hard to defeat their oppo-
nents. Here the goalie
practices in order to win
the big game.

Rutgers tangles with its ri-

val Princeton for the ball.

Rutgers always tries their

hardest to accomplish
their goal.
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s tne break of dawn begins to shine through the dew covered

trees, and the birds begin to sing, one can only imagine the

serene landscape of the mountain side. While some people are

beginning their glorious morning with fresh brewed coffee, the

rutgers Crew Team warms up with a mile row down the old Raritan

River. In the early fall, the air is crisp, refreshing and invigorating,

however as the days get shorter, and the nights longer, it is not

uncommon to see this crew team in thermals.

The preparation begins in September, but actual crew season

does not occur until the Spring. The biggest race, however, takes

place in the Fall. That race is the Head of the Charles, on the

Charles River in Boston, the sport is rel-

atively small and like lacrosse, mainly con-

fined to the upper east coast. Most not-

icable of this characteristic is the These crew members glide

difference in team opponents betwiin the across the Raritan River.

Crew members often claim
Heavyweight Mens, Lightweight Mens,

to see a seal living with in

and Womens Crew Teams. tne River.

STROKE! It is the Cox-

swain's job to make sure

that the oars are lifted and

placed into the water at

the proper time.





The Lady Knight tennis team suffered some heavy losses

early in the season, however when called under-dogs, in

the ECAC Championships, these women pulled it out and
finished fourth. Head coach Mariem Rosenwater was
pleased, "to finish fourth is very gratifying," behind the top-

ranked George Washington, Yale, and Boston University.

Two of the strong forces on the team were Jamie Greenberg
and Roxanne Matkiwsky, who advanced to the finals in first

and third singles and teamed up to win the first doubles
championship.
The Scarlet Knight Tennis Team took to the court looking

like kings. At the Jim Berman Memorial Tennis Invitation at

Swarthmore, the Knights scored two first-place finishes and
two second-place showings in doubles. With Steve Gola,

Bobby Baron, Alex Cass, and captain Jason Harken on the

court, it was no wonder this team had a strong start which
continued throughout the year.

FIELD HOCKEY had a successful season. "I'm really

pleased with the way we played," said Lady Knight's head
Field Hockey coach, Ann Petracco. "It's just a relief to stand

on the sidelines, watch your team execute, put in the goals

when they need to and feel comfortable that you're gonna
win the game." These sentiments held not only for the shut-

out against Delaware (2-0), but for the entire season.

Execute, shoot, and win they did. With team leaders

Heather Johes and Jodi Deem, it was no wonder that the

1992-93 season saw Rutgers in the Atlantic 10 Conference.
Sophomore goalie Jodi Deem, made the Atlantic 10 Field

Hockey Defensive Player of the Week, three times this sea-

son, including once after making 22 saves in a harsh game
against Ursinus, which the Knights tied (1-1). Heather Jones,
team captain, used her skills to score as

well as motivate and assist the younger
underclassmen on the field. Lauren
Jacobsen, Nicole Wilson, Tara Gos-
tivich and Valerie Coyle were all dom-
inant influences throughout the season.

The season ended when the Knights
fell in the A- 10 Championships. How-
ever, the team showed great promise
and is sure to be a powerful contender
in the 1993-94 season.

Rackets and balls are the

equipment needed inorder

for the Rutgers Tennis

Team to play and win.
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Speed and determination
are among two of the many
qualities necessary for
playing defense. Here a
Lady Knight uses skill and
force to regain possession

of the ball.

A dedicated Scarlet
Knight prepares to return

a serve. This dedication

could be seen throughout

the season from the
Rutgers Tennis Team.

One of the Lady Knights

tries to desperately save

the ball from going out of
play. This effort and many
others like it helped keep

the team alive this season.
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n any given day in the winter, when the crisp,

cold, biting breezes blow outside, one can

always find the Rutgers Scarlet Knight Swimming

and Diving team hard at work. The Swimming and

Diving Team can be found on Busch Campus prac-

ticing at the Sonny Werblin Recreation Center. In

the midst of all the cold weather, there is a ded-

icated group of individuals who are putting on their

swim suits and preparing to compete against other

colleges and universities. It may be hard for one to

imagine, as students walk off one of the many

campus buses bundled up in their winter attire, that

there are people swimming and diving for the

Rutgers Swimming and Diving Team.

There is much dedication and committment in-

volved in the lives of the Scarlet and Lady Knights

on the Swimming and Diving Team. Whether it was

doing the free-style, the breast-stroke, the one mile,

or an inward reverse dive, being a member of the

Swimming and Diving Team has

physical and mental challenges

for the athletes. There is much

excitement at a swimming and

diving event. The Rutgers Uni-

versity Swimming and Diving

Team always do their best to rep-

resent their University with

pride.

Practice is a must in order

to shave a few seconds off

of your time. Here Tara

Valante is practicing the

crawl.



_L 1

When you are competing,

concentration is every-

thing. Swimmers must stay

focused in order to become

number one.

^ n

A member of the womens'

team executes a perfect

dive. The Rutgers
Womens' Diving Team is

always in goodform.

Stamina is essential for a

good finish. A member of

the mens' swimming team

demonstrates his stamina

in the back stroke.
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'11 tumble for you. The Rutgers Gymnastics team

tumbled their way through a successful season.

Grace and style are the two words that best describe

the routines of the Gymnastics team as they par-

ticipated in their events. Whether it be beam, bars,

vault, or floor, the Gymnastics team did their best

to "bring home the gold." In the floor exercise, the

tumbling passes are a thrill for the fans to watch.

Often times the gymnast is off down the mat and

executes a round-off, back-hand-spring, and back-

tuck. The Gymnastics team always tries their

hardest to make the fans proud.

The WRESTLING TEAM always strives for ex-

celence. The fans and the rest of the University are

always proud of the achievements of their fellow

students on the Wrestling team. The men of the

Scarlet Knights Wrestling Team always try their

hardest to pin their opponents on the mat. It takes a

lot of hard practice time. There are many sacrifices

that must be made in order to achieve the standards

of excellence that the Scarlet

Knights Wrestling Team displays.

The many long hours of practice

and preparation truly pay off

when the Scarlet Knights Wres-

tling Team has their meet. The
Students of Rutgers University

are very proud of the achieve-

ments of the Rutgers University

Wrestling Team.

Great upper body strength

is important for any mem-
ber of the Lady Knights

Gymnastics Team. The
balance beam is difficult

to master.
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Eye to eye, a Scarlet
Knight plans his strategy

for pinning his opponent.

His teammates look on
with encouragement.

Using great style and grace
a Lady Knight shows that

the balance beam can be

mastered. A break in con-

centration is the worst thing

that could happen to some-

one on the balance beam.

A vault requires much tal-

lent to overcome. Here we
see a Lady Knight showing

poise and elegance in her

vault.
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nd they're off! The beginning of another dedicated and rec-

^^^ord breaking season for the Rutgers Track and Field Team.

Among the team members competing this year is a well established

upper class body that will be enhanced by the new blood and vigor

of the rookie competitors.

The up and coming season promises record breaking achieve-

ments due to a revamped track program housed in a newly con-

structed track here on Livingston Campus. The improved track and

field includes an all weather running surface, as well as state of the

art pole-vaulting, high-jump, shot-put and discus facilities.

This year's track and field stars as well as the new track and field

facilities will make each meet an event that

just can't be missed. Go RUTGERS!
This Cross Country runner

has a look of determina-

tion on herface. With just

one more mile to gofor the

finish line, she paces her-

self
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^^beautiful spring day, the crack of the bat, and

the roar of the crowd can only mean one

thing. The Scarlet Knight Baseball Team is battling

it out on the field in another exciting game. Once

the warm weather sets in, most students are think-

ing about how many days are left in the semester, or

when their last final will be. However, the Rutgers

Scarlet Knight Baseball Team is concentrating on

their game. This group of dedicated men are hard

at practice, perfecting their game. Every spring,

these athletes give up hours of "fun in the sun"

inorder to practice. The Rutgers Baseball Team

spends their time improving their skills as individual

players, as well as team players. It is only as a team,

that these athletes can receive accolades. Rather

than viewing this training and hard work as a sac-

rifice, these athletes embrace baseball as a reward-

ing challenge.

The Scarlet Knight Baseball Team always makes

the Rutgers community proud. Their strive for

excellence is admirable. The spirit of the Scarlet

Knight's Baseball Team, when

they hit the field can only be par-

alleled by the enthusiasm of the

fans. In the end, the Scarlet

Knights Baseball Team always

does their best, and that is

enough for their fans here at

Rutgers.

"Whose on first?" The
coach of the Scarlet
Knights Baseball Team
checks the line up to stay

on top of the game.



It's out of here!" Another

home run for the Scarlet

Knights. The RU Baseball

Team always tries their

best for success on the

The players look on with

concern as the bases are

loaded and the count is

full. As usual, the Knights

pull through and score.
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hen the weather starts to get nice, and spring

is just around the corner, it can only mean
one thing, IT IS SOFTBALL SEASON. A beau-

tiful spring day, the crack of the bat and the roar of

the crowd all together can only mean one thing, the

Lady Knights of the Rutgers Softball Team is bat-

tling it out on the field in another exciting game.
When the weather changes from cold to hot, and

most students are thinking of blowing off class to

hang out, the Rutgers Lady Knights Softball team is

hard at practice perfecting their game. Every spring

these athletes give up hours of their "free time"

inorder to do what they do best, PLAY SOFT-
BALL. The women of the Rutgers Softball Team
spend much of their time improving their skills as

individuals and as a team, in the hope of achieving

excellence in their sport. These women are very

dedicated, and do not view this time spent on the

field as a sacrifice, but rather they embrace Softball

as a rewarding challenge.

The Lady Knights are greatly admired by the

Rutgers community. The Softball

Team always makes the Univer-

sity proud in their strive for ex-

cellence. The Softball Team is

filled with spirit that is apparent

when they take the field. Their

spirit can be seen reflected back

to them by the excitement that

their fans experience in watching

them play. The Lady Knights

Softball Team always tries their

hardest to achieve greatness.

A Lady Knights Softball

Team player prepares for

the next pitch, as the rest

of the team looks on in an-

ticipation.



This batter shows how it is

done by getting ready to

hit a line drive in order to

advance fellow teammates

into scoring position.

A member of the Softball

Team scores in yet another

exciting game. The rest of

the team congratulates her

on her safe trip home.

In between pitchers, this

Lady Knight prepares to

approach the plate by tak-

ing afew last minute prac-

tice swings.
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With over 300 differ-

ent student organiza-

tions present

throughout Rutgers

University, there is a

world of limitless ex-

periences open and

available to Living-

ston students. Each

group reflects the di-

verse interests of the

Rutgers and Living-

ston communities.
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The voice of Livingston College

Voicing

the

interests

of

Livingston

students

The Livingston College Governing

Association (LCGA) is probably the

most influential student-run organization

at Livingston College. The LCGA is the

student voice at the college, representing

the student body to the University. As

such, the LCGA has a great deal of

power and responsibility.

Broken up into various sub-

committees, members of the LCGA deal

with issues concerning all aspects of life

at Livingston. There are such committees

as Academic Affairs, Student Life, Com-

mittee on Diverse Interests, Legislative

Affairs, Elections and Public Awareness,

as well as Financial Allocations.

This year the LCGA had many ac-

complishments. President Roger

Strong stated that the LCGA's pri-

mary concerns were with safety on the

Livingston campus, voter registration,

curriculum review, and support of the

USNJ. The LCGA fought for the

installation of a blue light security

system on the Livingston campus.

Members of the board also played key

roles in the formation and operation of

USNJ (United Students of New Jer-

sey), a student run lobby group fight-

ing for student rights across the state.

The LCGA also proposed a critical

review of the curriculum and sug-

gested changes in the ADR system.

Staci Berger and
Betty Chan show
their support for the

revolution.

Roger Strong and the

rest of the LCGA de-

bate various issues

during their weekly

meetings.
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Concerts reflect diversity

The premier programming organizations

for the Livingston Campus are the Liv-

ingston Program Board and L*0*C*0
(Livingston's Own Concert Organiza-

tion). These two organizations not only

provide entertainment for the Livingston

community, but also provide experience

in the entertainment industry for the

students who are members.

L*0*C*0— Livingston's Own Con-

cert Organization is responsible for

bringing major celebrities to the campus

for the Rutgers community. The 1992

— 1993 concert season featured the

musical performances of the Spin Doc-

tors, Soul Asylum, and The Beastie Boys.

The Livingston Program Board en-

tertains the Rutgers Community with

movies, musicians, comedians, trips,

and speakers. The program board or-

ganizes social, cultural, eductional,

and recreational programs to enhance

and enrich both the Livingston Col-

lege and the Rutgers University com-

munities. This year a number of

events were enjoyed by the student

body. For the first year students, a

video dance party was given. This was

a way to meet the incoming class. A
comedy club trip to Stand Up New
York was another favorite activity.

The program board also provided stu-

dents with movies such as: "Patriot

Games'', "Alladin", and
"Boomerang".
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LOCO brings major,

headline musical
concerts to campus

every semester. Here

the lead singer ofthe

Spin Doctors per-

form at the RAC.

The Livingston Pro-

gram Board organ-

izes many different

programs to enter-

tain the students.

Members of LOCO
>ose for group photo

ifter a meeting.

LOCO members sell

tickets to a perfor-

mance by the Beastie

Boys in the Living-

ston Student Center.
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INFORMING AND
ENTERTAINING LIVINGSTON
Nothing is more unique at Liv-

ingston than its own newspaper, The

Livingston Medium. The Medium is

highlighted with the outrageous, un-

censored personals from Medium per-

sonalities such as The Soccer Slut, The

Surfer Bitch, Barbraless, Oaklies, Blue

Beetle, as well as the editors Buffy and

Biff. When students read the Medium

they become aware that ideas and

feelings can be freely expressed with-

out fear of censorship.

The Livingston Medium took crit-

icism from at least one alumni the past

year. It seemed the bold and saucy

language may be objectionable to

some. However this meets the goal of

The Medium Staff as they strive to

promote conversation, controversy,

and free speech.

Campus media does not only revolve

around what is in print. WRLC, the

Livingston College radio station, allows

students to express their views and tastes

of music live on the air.

Students have two hour blocks of time

where they are able to say or play what-

ever they want. Some students prefer to

have a talk show in which listeners are

encouraged to express their opinions.

Others prefer to play different types of

music.

The greatest thing about campus me-

dia is that it is always there for you. You
can just turn on your radio and listen to

WRLC or count down the days til the

next Medium comes out and grab a

copy.

At WRLC Radio,

there is a variety of

different shows,

from talk shows and

rap to classical mu-

sic and sports re-

ports.

Students host their

own two hour show

in which theyplay or

say whatever they

want.
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Student Organizations Promote a
Variety of Different Cultures at RU
Livingston College's motto, "Strength

Through Diversity", is the philosophical

foundation for its approach towards higher

education. In addition to a strong liberal arts

program that is well rounded and multi-

faceted, Livingston College also promotes a

diverse social experience. One way this di-

versity is achieved is through the many dif-

ferent student organizations on campus.

Each group on campus contributes to the

education of the students in a unique way
which makes each of these groups distinctly

different. L.U.E.P. — Latinos Unidos En
Poder is a student organization that dates

back to the beginning of Livingston College in

1969- The purpose of L.U.E.P. is to instill

pride and respect for the individual heritages

of the members of the Latino community.

This year L.U.E.P. participated in a variety of

different events on campus like the National

Hispanic
Scholarship
Walk-A-Thon
in conjuction

with AT&T as

well as the La-

tino Student

Council Lead-

ership Retreat.

The Mi-
nority Men-
tor Club, a

Livingston
based organi-

zation, pro-

vides incoming

minority stu-

dents with an

upperclass mentor to share college experience

both inside and outside the classroom. The

Minority Mentor Club strives to provide an

atmosphere that will be condusive for mi-

nority students to succeed at Rutgers.

B.W.A.B.U. — Black Women Associ-

ation for Black Unity is a women's group

whose goal is to promote a higher level of

consciousness academically, culturally, and so-

cially for Black women at Rutgers University.

Through their programs and events, they

strive to enlighten the Black women about

their African heritage, history, and cultural

and recreational programs.

Students unite tn

raise awareness of

traditions and their

cultural neritiages.

The Japanese Cultural Association works

to promote an understanding of Japanese

culture among people of various nationalities,

as well as providing social and academic sup-

port to its members. They hold cultural work-

shops, including the Japanese Film Series,

and field trips and festivals to celebrate the

customs and traditions of the Japanese cul-

ture.

W.I.S.O. — West Indian Student Or-
ganization strives to educate the student

body about the people of the Caribbean re-

gion. Their focus is on problems facing the

Caribbean community as well as promoting

the contributions and cultural heritage that

comes from the West Indies. Each year,

W.I.S.O. sponsers the West Indian Festival

to celebrate the culture with traditions, en-

tertainment, food, and discussions about the

culture. W.I.S.O. also plans various other

lectures, trips, and

events throughout

the year.

A.I.R. — Asso-

ciation of Indi-

ans at Rutgers

gathers to reflect

on their cultural

heritage and pro-

mote the aware-

ness of their In-

dian Culture. The

organiation unites

to celebrate Indi-

an holidays such

as Navrati and

Diwali. It edu-

cates students of

their customs and traditions.

C.S.O. — Chinese Student Organization

brings a closer tie and cooperation among

students, staff, and faculty members of Chi-

nese descent. Their hope is to further social

and cultural relationships with fellow clubs

and students in the Rutgers community.

B.U.S.T. — Blacks United to Save

Themselves serves the Livingston College

community by seeking to improve the role of

the Black student politically and culturally.

Their main objective for the past few years has

been to improve the Paul Robeson Cultural

Center at Rutgers University.
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Members of
R.A.P.S. cele-

brate the Barrio

Fiesta. They
proudly wear
traditional robes

while dancing in

a cultural show.

SCHOLARS PROGRAM 19»1

College Hall in Liv-

ingston Student
Center hosts many
cultural events.

This year an Afri-

can dance exhibition

held students cap-

tive, with their ex-

otic movements and
awesome sounding

rhythms.

The Livingston
Scholars Program is

involved in many
cultural areas. This

year the Program

took trips to the New
York Ballet, Opera,

and New Bruns-

wick's own Cross-

road's Theater to see

the Russian Red
Army Chorus.
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Members of Alpha

Phi Omega proudly

display their herit-

age lines. The ser-

vice fraternity is

known for its com-

mittment to the

Rutgers community.

Students for Envi-

ronmental Aware-

ness hosted an infor-

mation session to

increase membership

and get fellow stu-

dents involved in

cleaning up water

and saving dolphins.

\CISTJ01RWLISM!

FOR SALE HOUSttG

Students for

r
l—N VIKCNiMENTAL
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Student Groups Emerge to Provide

Services for Students and Community

Aside from everyday classes and social

events, students' seek some sort of ful-

fillment for their own self-being. For those

seeking such, RU offers a wide variety of

service groups.

Alpha Phi Omega National Service

Fraternity, has been on the banks since

1947. Their purpose is to develop lead-

ership, promote friendship and provide ser-

vice to the Rutgers and outside community.

APO is involved in a variety of different

projects: food and blood drives, dance-a-

thons, as well as runing the University's lost

and found office. This past year, during

Homecoming, APO ran the very successful

"Ugly Knight On Campus" charity fund-

raiser.

S.E.A. — Stu-

dent for Envi-

ronmental
Awareness is an

organization
whose purpose is

to educate stu-

dents and citi-

zens about vital

environment is-

sues. S.E.A. pro-

motes thoughtful

and deliberate re-

sponses to en-

viromental issues

that will not re-

place one prob-

lem with anoth-

er.

Sigma Mu Alpha is a Livingston College

co-ed service organization which provides

activities and services for the benefit of

Livingston and the Rutgers' community. In

accordance with the Livingston motto

"Strength Through Diversity," the primary

purpose of SMA is to unite the diverse

Livingston community and sponser activ-

ities that allow such interactions to occur.

SMA sponsers many successful activities

such as Casino Night and the Bugs Bunny
Film Festival.

Phi Sigma Pi purpose is to be an honor

fraternity for students at Rutgers, founded

upon a basis of superior scholarship, and

Getting involved with

the outside community

is a vital part of the

Rutgers education.

with the avowed purpose of advancing ac-

ademic ideas.

56 Place Peer Counseling and Referral

Service provides counseling to Rutgers

University students and members of the

community. They aid the community
through a hotline and drop-in service with

staffed student volunteers. They also pro-

vide crisis intervention, and referrals dealing

with psychological, academic, professional,

medical, and legal concerns.

Asian Children's Charity Association is

a non-profit charitable organization affil-

iated with Rutgers. Their primary goal is to

utilize entertainment as a means to raise

funds for their child sponsorship program.

R.U. with the Homeless is a group that

was formed to

deal with the in-

creasing problem

of homelessness

in New Bruns-

wick and the en-

tire nation. Their

three main objec-

tives are: Educa-

tion, Legislation,

and Fundraising.

Money and food

are gathered for

local organiza-

tions that assist

the homeless
through concerts,

swim-a-thons,
work-a-day community service programs,

and other events.

Mu Upsilon Alpha is the honorary band

service fraternity at Rutgers. Its members
are dedicated to the principle of servicing

music through brotherhood. The fraternity

does fundraisers, and holds a semi-annual

blood drive as well as events in conjunction

with the University Band.

Liberated Gospel Choir They Strive to

inspire the student and public interest in

gospel music. It allows students to use their

vocal and musical talents, public relations,

and communication abilities. They allow

the students a social atmosphere to perform

gospel music while representing Rutgers.

SERVICE GROUPS



Tricia Crawford, a

Diversity staffmem-

ber and camp coun-

selor, bonds with

Ramapo's editor-in-

chief, Matt Hall.

Marlene Munoz dem-
onstrates what the

1993 yearbook will
look like during the

Taylor Publishing
Conference Competi-
tion. This year's book

won first place overall.

ORGANIZATIONS

Harry Knabe and Jeff
Fiorello enjoy them-
selves in the lounge of

the Shawnee Inn. After

many hours ofseminars,

it is nice to take a break

and enjoy the fun that

the Poconos has to offer.



A Staff with More Than You'd
Ever Expect!

As the staff went to work on the third

edition of Diversity, the Yearbook of

Livingston College, there were many
high expectations of what the newest edi-

tion would look like. Editor-in-Chief, Har-

ry Knabe planned with the staff to con-

tinue the basic clean-cut layouts, with new
added features, better photography, and

more pages, including lots of spot color.

The theme, "A Higher Form of Education
— More Than You Ever Expected" was a

prize winner at the summer Taylor Con-

ference. And with the year beginning,

everything seemed to be going great. This

was the first book that was under the

passed referendum which allowed student

fees to pay for the book. Therefore, every

graduating senior will receive a copy.

However, lots of work must be put into a

yearbook before it is published and that is

what the staff quickly found out. Marlene

Munoz was busy contacting the Greeks

and organizations. Merlin Thomas was

putting the final touches on the Livingston

Life and Residents section. Jeff Fiorello,

editor of Livingston Life, kept busy designing

lay-outs and writing "Band, Band, Band. .

."

captions. Carin Tinney was typing copy into

the Macintosh computer. Harry Kramer was
trying to sell advertisements, while Stephanie

Jacovini was down on the football field shoot-

ing photos. Copy by Lisa Harley, Andrea
Krieger, Jennifer Kofoet, and Lori Napoli

gave interesting angles and information to the

book. It seemed like everything was going

fine, another award winning book.

However, that wasn't really the case. Dead-
lines were missed, pictures were lost, copy was

not long enough. We were in lots of trouble

and everyone on the staff had tons of other

things to do. The book was put on the back

burner and well. . .that's why it is so late.

But, it is finished thanks to the extra work of

Jeff Fiorello, Mike Roddy, Tricia Crawford

and Harry Knabe. An extra special thanks

goes out to Ron Vander Schaaf and Sharon

Bodnarchuk, whose help and encouragement

found our pages to the plant. No one said it

was going to be easy, and it certainly was not.

A Higher

Form of Fun

and

Information

Marlene Munoz
transfers the rough

lay-out onto a final

quad pack.
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Harry points out to

Jeff the deadlines

that each section of

the book was due

into the publishing

plant. Unfortunate-

ly, every deadline

was missed.

Merlin Thomas
types her copy into

the computer. Diver-

sity uses a special

program just for

yearbooks.

Carin Tinney writes Harry Kramer com-

captions for photos, pletes a lay-out. Ht

It takes a lot of ere- spent many houn

ativity to come up trying to get ads fot

with stunning cap- the back of the book,

tions.
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This was the third edition of Diversity,

the Yearbook of Livingston Col-

lege. It was printed by the Taylor Pub-

lishing Company. Most of the staff

members were from the original found-

ing staff of the book. Sharon

Bodnarchuk served as our Taylor Rep-

resentative and Ron Vander Schaaf was

our advisor. A special thanks to all in-

volved with the book.
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RU
GREEK

Going Greek

op Ten Reasons to Go Greek:

#1 PARTIES!

#2 Mixers and Formals

#3 Friendships- Brotherhood and sisterhood

provide common projects, shared interests,

group activities, living arrangements, and al-

low deep friendships to grow and remain

strong even as alumni.

#4 Keller Cup- Sporting events held between

fraternities which are taken much more se-

riously than intramurals.

#5 Scholarship- The Rutgers Greek commu-

nity encourages scholarship by honoring stu-

dents with high scholastic achievement in

the Order of Omega; Always someone to

study with at the Roost.

#6 Leadership- Ability to serve within the

sorority or fraternity, the Greek system, and

community shows responsibility and strong

character.

#7 Get to wear cool letters on your sweat-

shirt.

#8 Community Service- Volunteering to

help serve the New Brunswick and national

interests by participating in sporting events,

food drives, and blood drives.

#9 To obtain a unique nickname (examples-

Spike, Digger, Weasel)

#10 Late Nights!!
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RU
GREEK

Greek Rush

emember life before college, when you

thought "To Rush" meant "To Hurry"? Well,

in the Greek System, it is the membership

recruitment period of being selected into a

fraternity or sorority and the time of learning

about the different Chapters and members in

them, before you are initiated into one. Start-

ing with Commons Night, held at the Rutgers

Student Center, where all members of Greek

life meet potential pledges, rush is held for a

week. There are plenty of interesting activities

held to show off and entice new members.

Rush is a great opportunity to meet new

friends from different Chapters, as well as

form life-long bonds with pledgemates. The

Pan-Hellenic organizations sponsor two rush

periods per year, a Fall informal rush and a

Spring formal rush. Minority groups run dif-

ferent rush periods according to their Chap-

ters. Students must register and fill basic re-

quirements such as having earned 12 credits

and maintain a minimum cumulative grade

point average of 2.0. This eliminates first-

semester students, but allows them to adjust

to Rutgers life before going Greek. After the

rush period, the pledge period keeps future

members on their toes with service and social

activities. Many look back to the whole ex-

perience as a huge "rush" of excitement.
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RU
GREEK

Service Activities

R utgers University's Greek System stresses the

need for community service and philanthropy

projects. Each fraternity and sorority does its

share to help out. The brothers of Alpha Chi

Rho assisted RU by participating in a Pho-

nothon, held by the Rutgers University Par-

ents Fund, to raise over $108,000 for uni-

versity libraries and the Learning Resource

Centers. Delta Sigma Theta sisters volun-

teered at a blood bank, distributed condoms

for Rutgers' Paul Robeson's College Fair, and

in Making Strides for Cancer. Lambda Theta

Alpha took part in AIDS AWARENESS and

sold ribbons and donated the profits to the

Hyacinth Foundation. Kappa Delta Rho

Adopted-a-Highway and held several parties

to raise funds for children at the Institute For

Children With Cancer and Blood Disorders.

Omega Phi Chi Sorority sisters are volunteers

at St. Peter's Hospital, tutor grammar school

children, and held a clothing drive for the

Salvation Army.

Of course these are only a few of the many

events held during each semester to reach our

and contribute to the community.
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RU
GREEK

T
he Minority Greek Council, founded in 1985,

serves as the governing body of the African-

American, Latino, and multicultural fraterni-

ties and sororities at Rutgers. The sororities

included in the MGC organization are: Alpha

Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi

Beta, Sigma Gamma Rho, Lambda Theta Al-

pha, Chi Upsilon Sigma, Mu Sigma Upsilon,

and Omega Phi Chi. The six fraternities com-

prise of Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi,

Phi Beta Sigma, Iota Phi Theta, Lamda Theta

Phi, abd Lambda Upsilon Lambda. Two fra-

ternities on observer status are Omega Psi Phi

and Lambda Sigma Upsilon.

The purpose of the MGC is to maintain high

plane fraternity and sorority life and good

interfraternal relationships. One of the major

programs it holds is its Founders Week Pro-

gram which hosts educational and social pro-

grams, speakers, and special community proj-

ects. The minority fraternities and sororities

goals are to achieve scholarly excellence, sup-

port and maintain minority unity and to pro-

mote cultural awareness.
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RU
GREEK

Scholarship

The National Order of Omega has accepted

thirty new members into its prestigious ranks

this past semester. The Order which is an

organization honoring members of the Greek

Community who have demonstrated active

leadership roles and outstanding philanthrop-

ic accomplishments, while maintaining their

grades above the Greek average. Competition

between candidates was very strong, and the

Order congratulates all those accepted for ad-

mission on their noteworthy achievement.

The new initiates are: Julie Beley, Cynthia

Braslow, Fred Chilkowitz, Lawrence Cook,

Lisa Davidson, Melanie Ellerbe, Michael

Flynn, Rob Garagiola, Darlene Geller, Stef-

fany Hajek, Lawrence Iteld, Deborah Delco,

Thomas Lambe, Ian Leber, John Jay Parker,

Daniel Rosenberg, Karla Roth, Larry Silva,

Danielle Staten, Jennifer Twacdos, Michelle

Zarcarino, Mara Wexler, Michelle Ballan,

Todd Barenberg, Jennifer Burkhardt, Steven

Hardek, Katherine Julis, Keith Mckenna, Dan-

iel Montfried, Andrew Roland, and Melanie

Santos. Congratulations to all!
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RU

Greek Life

i
t's all Greek to me. .

.

ACTIVE- a fully initiated member of a fra-

ternity or sorority with full chapter priv-

ileges.

BADGE- the emblem worn by fully ini-

tiated members of a fraternity or sorority.

BID- an official invitation given by a chap-

ter asking you to become an associate

pledge/member.
BIG BROTHER/SISTER- an active member
who is a link to new members.
BOC- Board of Controls

CHAPTER- the local campus group which
represents the national/international or-

ganizations.

COMMONS NIGHT- first evening of rush
sign ups. Informational session and pick-up

of rush booklets prior to formal rush.

15 BARTLETT STREET/ OFSA- the Of-

fice of Fraternity and Sorority affairs.

GHoSt- Get Home Safe Walk Program
sponsered by several fraternities.

GRB- Greek Review Board
INVITE- an official invitation to come back
and meet the members of that chapter.

LEGACY- a rushee of a fraternity or so-

rority who is a son/brother, daugh-
ter/sister of that organization.

MGC- Minority Greek Council.

ORDER OF OMEGA- Greek honor society.

PLEDGE- One who has accepted a bid.

After a period of education in the organ-

ization's history and ideals, he or she may
become a member.
PIN- the active pin is worn on the chest and
is the badge of the fraternity or sorority.

The pledge pin is more simple and used to

designate a non-initated member of a chap-

ter.

RFC- Rutgers Fraternity Council, governing
board.

RUSH- the mutual selection process of RU GREEK 159





Our time here at Liv-

ingston College has

become an integral

part of the person we

presently are and the

person we are devel-

oping into. Our fu-

ture has been molded

by the diverse array

of experiences we

have engaged in at

Livingston.
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SENIOR
WEEK

1993
Senior Week!! Oh what fun it is to live back in the dorms,

spend all your time with close friends, and have no tests,

papers, or homework to ever worry about again! The
Livingston College Senior Week Committee had planned

a week-long celebration of exciting trips, lots of food and

drink, not to mention parties! The turnout this year was

better than in the past, showing the Class of 1993's strong

connection to both the college and the friends made
before moving off campus. Although Senior Week was the

last chance to spend time with friends and classmates

before entering the "real world," there was little sadness.

Everyone was enjoying freedom

from finals and anticipating the

big day that closed the week,

Graduation!

The week began on Thurs-

day, May 13 when the Class of

1993 casted off upon the

"Spirit of New Jersey" Mid-

night Cruise. Buses carried en-

thusiastic couples, in formal

evening wear, to the harbor.

The cruise included an open
bar, food buffet, and a dance

floor. As the boat glided past

the Statue of Liberty, many stu-

dents went out on deck to catch

the fabulous sight. It was a

beautiful night, and on the bus

journey home, many comment-
ed on the fun before falling

asleep.

Cheers to Livingston! At the Cham-
pagne Brunch, held in Tillett, Seni-

ors reflected on the past and toast-

ed to the future.

Friday morning, the sun was already brightly shining by the
time most of the hungover party-goers arose. Planned for that

day was a trip to Atlantic City. A full busload of Seniors headed
for the Casinos and beaches. It was a perfect day for getting a

tan, catching the sights on the Atlantic City boardwalk, or trying

to get lucky at the slot machines.
Saturday was another fun, sunny day. Many Seniors headed

towards Olde Queens Tavern for the 1st Annual Senior Week
Clam Bake. Others followed the music to Zetamania, while a few
opted for lunch in the park, and others went to the beach.

On May 17, Rutgers students overtook the Six Flags Great
Adventure theme park. With rides, games, live entertainment
and shows, there was plenty of activities to fill the day. From the

log flumes to Free Fall, Seniors had a screaming good time.

The Senior Screamer at Wur-
litzer's Bar was the most highly at-

tended activity all week. There was
no cover charge for R.U. students,

a free buffet, and the drinks were a

$1.00 all night. This is obvious why
the bar on Hoe's Lane was crowded
by 5:00 p.m. The dance floor was
overflowing and before long, wild

students were drinking and danc-

ing on the bar! The music was great

and the place was packed until clos-

es-
The next morning, Livingston

students headed over to Tillett for

a Champagne Brunch, hosted by
the Dean's Office. Here, Seniors

ate their last meal in the dining hall

and toasted to future success. After
eating, everyone who was walking
in the graduation ceremony went
to the RAC for a practice run. Seni-

ors were able to ease the confusion

of the following day, as well as pick

the perfect spot for their family

and friends to sit to get the best

view of the ceremony. That night,

the graduates got their gowns in

order, watched the class of Beverly

Hills 90210 graduate, reflected on
the past weeks and years, and made
rounds of good-byes before the im-

portant day.
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Members of the Class of 1993

from Livingston and Rutgers

Colleges made a break for

Great Adventure to thrill on

all the rides and attractions.

Friendships among the Liv-

ingston College 1993 are as

strong as any. Senior Week
1993 gave the soon-to-be-

graduates a chance to make

those last minute college

memories before entering the

"real world".

The Senior Brunch in Tillett

Hall provided students an

opportunity to remember the

meals at Tillett in a gourmet

light. Food for the event was

catered specifically for the

class.
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SENIOR

Making the most of Senior

Week activites, this group of

close friends celebrate with

studentsfrom around the en-

tire university at Wurlitzers.

Seniors housed themseleves

in Quad One throughout Sen-

ior Week. Here, some seniors

took the opportunity to kick

back with a beer and play a

friendly game of cards.
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One of the largest Senior

Week eventsfor all ofRutgers

is the Wurlitzers Senior
Screamer. Hundreds of stu-

dents packed in the club

while others waited an excess

of two hours to get into the

celebration.

Smiles are aboundfrom these

two Seniors. Senior Week ac-

tivities are designed as a

stress free, all out party be-

tween finals and the big day
— graduation.

Closing Livingston's Senior

Week activities was the an-

nual Quad bash. Students

packed the lounge of Quad
One with beer mugs in hand
and dancing shoes on their

feet.
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Ramez A. Abdelmalak

Administration ofJustice

Timothy L. Acevedo
Management

Allyson G. Adamusik
Psychology

Bryan D. Aguila

Statistics

Jennifer L. Ahlers

Communication, Sociology

Yasir J. Ahman
Biological Sciences

Class of 1993 History (1st year)

September 1989 we came to Livingston seeking great knowledge and freedom

from our parents. We found long lines to use the phones because of a New

Jersey Bell phone strike. We heard the DCGA calling us "first-year students"

instead of "freshmen."

In October, we were busy into our studies as condom vending machines were

installed in the lounges of the dorms. An earthquake in California interrupted

the World Series and College-The Game, Rutgers Edition entered the market.

In November, Jim Florio was elected Governor of New Jersey and a tornado

caused major damage in Hardenburg's laundry room. Our Men's Soccer team

made it to the semi-finals, which was hosted by Rutgers.

In December, we lost our University President, Edward Bloustein, to a heart

attack. We also lost Dick Anderson (luckily) to a 2-7-2 season of embarrassment.

He was replaced by Doug Graber in January 1990, and we had the opportunity

to meet Graber in the Quad 3 Lounge after we returned from our first Winter

Break.

Edward Bloustein
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Marcellus Alexander

Social Work

Marcus J. Allen

Political Science

Maria C. Almanzor
English, Political Science

Adam A. Alster

Communication, English

Paul A. Andiorio

Political Science

Holly L. Arbesman
Psychology

In February, Nelson Mandela was released from captivity after 27 years and

Ronald Reagan "didn't remember" testifying in the Iran-Contra case. Al-

exander Library closed for asbestos removal, while Caller ID was installed in

many phones across the nation.

In March of 1990, Rob Hill, the RCGA president, demanded tuition to be

lowered and due to flyers sent out stating, "Classes are Cancelled," many

students started Spring Break early.

On April 20, 1990, we celebrated the 20th Anniversary of Earth Day. We also

had the opportunity to see the blood, sweat, and pain of people suffering from

AIDS, when the AIDS Memorial Quilt came to the RAC.

Finals were upon us, spring love was in the air, and protesting students

occupied Milledoler Hall for 1 1 days. In May, Rutgers' claim to fame, Jeff

Thayer, won the college competition ofJeopardy, and we eagerly awaited our

report cards.

That zany first-year, when
we thought it was cool to

be able to lounge around

all day and just hang out

with the gang.
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Aminah Archer

Puerto Rican and Hispanic

Caribbean Studies, Spanish

Jason M. Arrington

Management

Ulysses Bailey, Jr.

Management

Selene M. Balot

Sociology

Michael A. Barcklet

Sports Management

Dana Barnard

Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

George W. Barrood

Sociology

Donna M. Battle

Administration ofJustice

Samara L. Belman
Psychology

Shirley Benaroya

Communication

Shirnet A. Bennett

Administration ofJustice

Diane Berlowitz

Public Health
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Jason S. Bernstein

Administration ofJustice

Robert M. Betz

Economics

David K. Bibi

Economics

Luis T. Bido

Sociology

Elisa A. Billups

Labor Studies

Faton P. Binaku

Economics

Richard P. Blaine

Political Science

Joseph M. Blanco

Spanish

Jessica K. Bodiniewicz

Public Health

Kim K. Boggs

Communication

Athena K. Borzeka

Psychology

Sheila I. Bou
Speech, Language,

and Hearing Science
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Shereen Boulos

Economics

Matthew J. Bove

Economics

Sean J. Brennan
English

Gerard A. Bryson

Accounting

Maureen H. Buckley

Psychology

Jessica C. Bullard

Administration ofJustice

Class of 1993 History (2nd year)

As Sophomores, we returned to the Banks and learned a No-tailgating policy

had been installed; we were not happy. We also met the new University

President, Francis Lawrence (or should I say Frank — no that doesn't come

until later!).

We became devoted fans of soccer, since football was having their worst

defeat in a decade. However, Alexi Lalas, Lino DiCuollo, and Bill Andracki led

the soccer team to Florida for the Final Four, with a defeat in double-overtime

in the finals to UCLA. That December, the last swim meet was held at the

College Ave. Gym (the Barn) and CARE demanded construction cutbacks.

On January 17, 1991, our nation went to war as Desert Shield became Desert

Storm. We sat in front of the television tuned to CNN for live coverage of the

war. Students wore yellow ribbons and Quad 3 hung a giant American flag from

their windows, reminding us all to pray for a safe return of our soldiers and

friends. The war ended before February.

The flag hung from Quad
3 showed Livingston's

support of our soldiers in

the Gulf War.
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Simone A. Bunch
Accounting

Tara L. Burns

Psychology

Felena S. Burrows

Communication

Cheryl A. Butth

Journalism and Mass
Media

Shannon Caffrey

Anthropology, Archaeology

Giovanna E. Campos
Management

The Rutgers Football team joined the Big East Conference and Kilmer Campus was killed. We were now

Livingston Campus, but the road names are still the same (ie. Avenue D). Bob Wenzel and the boys won the

A- 10 season title, but they wouldn't make it very far into the NCAA's — neither would our Women's

team.

Rutgers held an elaborate inauguration for President Lawrence in March. Rodney King was the name

on everyone's lips. Spring Break '91 was loads of fun as students traveled to Florida, Cancun, or just back

home.

In April, CARE protested at a BOG meeting — what else is new? The face lift on Alexander Library

began. Good-bye secret spot where the bricks were in the shape of the state of New Jersey and fish swam in

what was the Delaware River! Norplant was introduced to the market and William Kennedy Smith was

accused of rape.

May came, and so did more finals and term paper due dates. We looked forward to a cool summer,

despite the fact we still were not of legal drinking age.
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Kenneth W. Calson

Philosophy

Gloria Carrillo

Social Work

Lisa M. Cassa

Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

Joseph A. Castro

Political Science

Allen K. Cayanan

Psychology

Uma Chalikonda

Communication

Betty Chan
Comparative Literature

Christopher Chapwick
Labor Studies

Tara M. Charkowski

Psychology

Natalie A. Check
Economics

Mark D. Chen
Economics

Bun Cheng
Economics
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Chiu-Yen Cheng
Communication

Wing K. Chow
Computer Science

Terrence Christopher

Journalism and Mass
Media

Terri M. Cimaroli

Biological Studies

Raymond Cirincione

Computer Science, History

April Clarke

Economics

Eileen M. Clayton

English

Deena E. Cohen
Sociology

Steven Cohn
Accounting

Sandra Coleman
English

May Comia
Women's Studies

Riches Ann Constable

Philosophy
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Sandra Cook
Africana Studies, Psychology

Tricia E. Cook
Accounting

David R. Costa

Psychology

Toisan C. Craigg

English

Amber N. Crawford

Psychology

Patricia Irene Crawford

Psychology

Class of 1993 History (3rd year)

Returning to campus in September 1991, Livingston looked a little different. The beloved Water tower

had been removed from the field.

In October, we mourned the death of Dr. Seuss. The Recreation Center on Busch was dedicated to

Sonny Werblin, and our Football team seemed to be on the right track with a 40-17 Homecoming victory

over Maine. Rutgers Soccer was ranked #1 in the nation and spirits were running high. Anita Hill accused

Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment, but he made it to the Supreme Court anyway.

Magic Johnson surprised the world, in November, announcing that he was infected with the AIDS virus.

RU was busy celebrating its 225th Anniversary, and we were busy watching "The Simpsons" and

"90210".

December '91 came with Secret Santas and a freed U.S. hostage, Terry Anderson, after 6 years of

captivity in Lebanon.
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Kathleen P. Cullinane

Sociology

Antonella D. Cupo
Political Science

Christopher M. Curley

Psychology

Paul M. DaSilva

Political Science

Colleen S. Daily

Physical Education, Athletic

Training

Isaac Danziger

Marketing

Super Bowl Sunday 1992

broughtjoy to Redskins fans,

and when students returned

from Winter Break, we

found construction every-

where! Members of our class

began turning 21 and soon

we were hitting the bars le-

gally!

There was tons of reading

to be done and the Roost was

the happening place to go.

The LPO's were very lonely

but our 3rd Spring Break

MTV Party was soon upon

us.

In April, we spent our free

time attending events like

Mr./Ms. Rutgers, formals,

and Take Back the Night.

We attended Ag Field Day

and got drunk and lost some-

where on Cook. CARE mem-

bers were arrested for hand-

cuffing themselves to a

building. Hillary Clinton

campaigned at Voohees

Mall, creating a great excuse

to miss class.

Our Baseball team was

looking great, A- 10 bound!

May overtook the calendar,

so we said good-bye to some

friends for the summer,

knowing we'd be SENIORS

when we returned to campus

in Fall 1992.

Basketball fans had the

thrill of their lives the

night that Rutgers defeat-

ed UNLV. Excited fans

rushed to the floor of the

RAC after the victory.
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Heather A. DeLollis

English, Psychology

Gregory P. DeMauro
Biological Sciences

Michael R. Demenchuk, Jr.

Journalism and Mass Media,

Political Science

Paul Denning
Political Science

Keith H. Dickinson

Administration ofJustice

Michael A. Didonato

Sociology

Kerry DiMinno
Administration ofJustice,

English

Colleene Dougherty

Psychology

Leon S. Downes
Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

Rasheedah Dunston

Computer Science

Michael J. Eannone, Jr.

Biology

Don Q. Echols

Administration ofJustice
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Caroline A. Enright

Communication

Gregory J. Ernest

Computer Science

Kimberly A. Esposito

Sociology

Alexis A. Eubank
Biological Studies

Kirsten Fairfield

Psychology

Melissa A. Fallon

Psychology

Anthony Fasano

Computer Science, Physics

Samuel A. Febres

Social Work

Michael J. Fehrenback

Economics

Wendy J. Ferrone

English

Nelson Figueroa

Puerto Rican and Hispanic

Caribbean Studies

Harriet Fish

Social Work
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Sean D. Fitzsimmons

History

Shawn A. Ford

Management

Nicole Fortune

Computer Science

Ronald J. Friedman

American Studies

Carissa Gagliardi

Psychology

Sandra Gasque

Administration ofJustice

Africana Studies

Class of 1993 History (4th year)

As Seniors, we were engrossed in finishing requirements and filing diploma cards, but of course we still

found time to party. And celebrate we did!

The Spin Doctors came to town on October 8th and a Halloween Homecoming win provided plenty of

excitement. Bars and fraternity houses were packed everywhere.

On November 3, 1992, we went to the Student Center to vote and the nation elected Bill Clinton to lead

the U.S. We took GRE's and MCAT's and applied to our future schools and for jobs.

Our brains were fried and we were outraged when police found Katie Beers in an underground shelter.

In January '93, Clinton entered office and Hillary began work on the National Health Care Plan.

February brought annual Valentine's Day rituals and on the 26th a bomb exploded in the World Trade

Center. The bomb would be linked to Nidal Ayyad, a Rutgers graduate.
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In March, Clinton visited

the RAC, along with the

CIA, FBI, and Tabitha

Soren from MTV. Clinton

gave his, "Education and

Community Service

Speech," addressing a totally

excited Rutgers community.

Spring Break brought the

Blizzard of '93, which cov-

ered the cars in New Bruns-

wick. It was quite a mess, but

great for snowball fights and

traying down hills. Spring, it

most certainly was not!

It was April and our the-

ses' were due, tons of term

papers and exams hung over

our heads, but we went to

Spring Weekend, saw the

Blues Travelers, drank on

Ag Field Day, and enjoyed

Dienerfest, anyway. Couldn't

spoil our weekends!

Then it arrived! Senior

Week and Graduation. Four

years passed so quickly?! We
gathered at the RAC for one

practice and then the real

thing!

Now, well now, it is time to

write our own histories.

Graduation practice pre-

pared and excited stu-

dents for the actual event.

Old housemates from
Quad 1 , line up to sit next

to each other, since they

share the same major.
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Debra A. Gong
Chinese, Sociology

Dawn Gongalez

Anthropology

Shirley D. Goodrow
Political Science

Davion B. Goodwin
Administration ofJustice

Jennifer A. Goss

Administration ofJustice

Perry B. Gralitzer

Administration ofJustice,

Political Science

Tamara D. Gray

Mathematics

Sean M. Gregory

Biological Sciences

Kevin J. Grogan
Political Science

Jennifer L. Gull

Sociology

Eric J. Hagood
History

Melanie B. Hamilton

Africana Studies, English
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Faith A. Hancock
Communication, Spanish

Stephanie T. Harrell

Administration ofJustice

Mary Kate Harrington

Political Science

Margo L. Harris

Public Health

Dwayne Hartzell

Political Science

Heather L. Heatly

Spanish

Peter J. Hecht
Psychology

Denes G. Heidinger

Art History

Kathleen G. Hering

Psychology, Sociology

Scott H. Herrmans
Economics

Cathleen M. Heslin

English

Geoffrey H. Hill, Jr.

History
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Pamela A. Hoffman
Sociology

Kenneth W. Holloway

Chinese

Steven E. Hovsepian

Administration ofJustice

Yuan Hu
Biochemistry

Steven F. Iannuzzi

Finance

James Q. Intermaggio

Labor Studies

Definition of a Senior (Seen'yer)-n.

1. A person who is older or of higher rank or standing than another (Webster's Dictionary).

2. One more year to go! (Brian Villano)

3. Another year of not knowing what you're going to do with the rest of your life! (Brad Ost)

4. Time to find a job (K. Lee).

5. People who know better than to take the bus to class (Jon Jaffe).

6. A person who is able to go to Happy Hour without being carded (Donny Anderson).

7. Someone who is not intimidated by professors or finals (Rosa Vitetta).

8. The ability to handle alcohol (Norm).

9. Utilizing your social time now, knowing that in a few months you'll have a real job and no social life (Stephanie Jacovini

10. Not enough free time (K.H.).

1 1 . Knowing you're finally gonna make it (Nick DeLapi).

12. You are old enough to go on a bar tour of New Brunswick and still enjoy it (Amy Drane).

13. Revealing your true Medium identity because no one will recognize you next year.
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Stephanie Jacovini

Political Science

Jonathan Jaffe

History I Political Science

Donna D. Jenkins

Africana Studies

Mary Ann Jenkins

Accounting

Christine A. Jennette

Public Health

LaTonya L. Johnson
Labor Studies

What will you be doing in 2003?

"In the year 2003, (not to disappoint those who know me), I will be married to my rich

Greek husband, taking care of my five kids, but with the knowledge that I can go out, get a

job, and support myself— but won't HAVE to!" Athena Borzeka

"Hosting my own game show for cash and prizes." Mike Miller

"In the year 2003, I will be working on the same things I am working for here at

Livingston: justice and equality for all. Education, at Livingston and Rutgers, is just one issue

I have spent my time here fighting for. The next ten years, and probably for the rest of my

life, will be dedicated to people and their right to live free." Staci Berger

"I'd like to go to Italy, Florence, that is, and search for a job out there. I know what I'm up

against, but with some luck and determination, I hope something eventually will come up."

Rosa Vitetta

"Waiting in the unemployment line!" Tina Reger
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Andrea Johnston

Social Work

Carol Kayne
Art

Huy D. Khieu

Management

William S. Kilpatrick

History / Political Science

Erin A. Kinstlinger

Hebraic Studies, Marketing

Mark Klarich

Enonomics

Frank Klitchko, Jr.

Administration ofJustice

Harry R. Knabe
Sociology

Joseph M. Koch
Exercise Science

and Sport Studies

Kory M. Kozak
Communication

Lynn C. Kozlowski

Exercise Science

and Sport Studies

Sandra L. Kozlowski

Psychology
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Lucy A. Kraich

Economics

Cynthia R. Krummell
Puerto Rican and
Hispanic Caribbean Studies

Sarah M. Kunz
Psychology

Eric J. Kvortek

Psychology

Linda G. Laggan
Economics, Sociology

Todd L. Lane
Africana Studies

Veronica A. Langer

Psychology

Paula A. Langley

History

Amy R. Lawyer
Exercise Science

and Sport Studies

Eza Laypan

History

Jennifer A. Leavitt

Allison M . Lee
English
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Kathleen Lee

Communication, Psychology

Christi Lenkowski

Psychology

Roger Lerner

Russian

Kevin T. Lesswing

History

David M. Levin

Sociology

Andrea L. Levine

Psychology

There is no greater stress

release than spending
time with friends. Matt

and Mike goof off to re-

lieve the pressures of a

hard day of exams.

Unending Test Stress

GMAT, MCAT, GRE, LSAT, NTE — what do they all

mean? These are tests that juniors and seniors take for life

after Rutgers. The GRE, Graduate Record Examination is

like the SAT of grad schools. For business or management

admission, the GMAT is the required test of qualification.

Students who want to get into medical schools must study

hard to do well on their MCATs (Medical College Ad-

mittance Test). The LSAT (Law School Admission Test) is

popular for future dedicated lawyers, applying to Rutgers

Law in Camden or Harvard Law.

The NTE (National Teachers Examination) is required

before receiving a teaching certificate. All these examina-

tions are very important to the future of the applicants, so

many students use study aids or take preparatory classes to

help achieve the highest score possible.
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Living on

The Vivran was the only thing keeping me awake, as the

clock blinked 3:47 a.m., and I was on page 9 of my 15 page

paper, which was due in only 5 hours! But it was my last

paper ever! (I had to keep reminding myself.)

We had a group video project due for another class.

However, the only opportunity that everyone in the group

could meet was during class time. So we cut class to film,

and then again to edit. Everything seemed to be going okay,

until the video equipment broke down and we found out

our group had lost 1 8 points from the project for skipping

class!

Everyone keeps asking me if I've got a job after I grad-

uate. Hell, I don't even have a resume.

There are "little sophomores" wandering around my

apartment, looking in my closets, because they need a place

Mark L. Levitt

Communication

Howard Lew
Psychology, Sociology

Ansonia M. Lewis

Administration ofJustice

Tony T. Li

Statistics

David J. Liantonio

Administration ofJustice

Political Science

Kay E. LiCausi

American Studies

Political Science

the Edge

to live next year. Little do they know the electricity may be

turned off any moment since my roommates and I haven't

been able to afford the PSE&G bill because we had to spend

$29.99 on Cap and Gowns.

For some reason, the mailman hasn't brought me any

acceptance letters from graduate schools yet. Every day, it's

either nothing or bills. Oh yeah, I forgot to apply, no

wonder!

Stress?!? What's that? Just because I have five finals to

study for, a resume to write, ajob to find, bills to pay, search

for a place to live, apply for health insurance, and start

living in the "real world" on May 21, 1993 — it's okay. I'll

survive the RU Screw a little longer and then "real world,"

watch out!
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Frank C. Lin

Marketing

Mark H. Lin

Marketing

Yuan M. Lin

Economics

Tracie A. Lombard
Psychology, Sociology

Antonio T. Macaluso

Chemistry

Michael R. Macan
American Studies

David E. Mackey
Economics

Sharon A. Malave

Communication

Nicole L. Martin

Accounting

David F. Martinez

Political Science

Rieko Matsutani

Sociology

Stephanie Mattingly

Psychology
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Andrea McBrearty

Psychology, Sociology

James V. McCall

Administration ofJustice

Monique Y. McCoy
Communication

Timothy McDonald
History

Rita M. McKenna
English, Women's Studies

Nicole McLaughlin

Africana Studies, Psychology

Niccole A. McQueen
Speech, Language,

and Hearing Sciences

Jo Utermehle

Political Science

Sharon L. Melvin

Administration ofJustice

Jesse J. Mensah
Economics

Susan Meyer
Journalism and Mass

Media

Christopher D. Milano

Sociology
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Janet L. Miller

Marketing

Randall A. Miller

Journalism and Mass

Media

Maziak Mohammadi
Computer Science,

Mathematics

Matthew Molloy

Administration ofJustice

Daniel M. Monfried

Journalism and Mass

Media

Antoine D. Moore
Sociology

Summer in the City

Most Rutgers students opt to spend at least one of their

summers in New Brunswick. This usually happens when

students find apartments and/or jobs in New Brunswick or

decide to catch up on credits to avoid a fifth year.

Rutgers offers many students summer employment, with

jobs ranging from Summer Conferences to painting dorms,

to lifeguarding at the Sonny Werblin Center's pools. This

helps many students who find it difficult to find short-term

employment in their hometowns. Working for the University

also offers a benefit of cheap summer housing in a dormitory

on College Ave. Buses still run, but on a limited schedule, so

transportation is available for those who stay in the city.
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Evelyn Morales

French

Janet Moran
Communication, Psychology

Stephen A. Neff

Accounting

Maria C. Neulight

Labor Studies

Yair Nezaria

Biological Sciences

Shun Y. Ng
Mathematics

A summer splash!! Staff members of the
Sonny Werblin Rec. Center enjoy free

time in a canoe in the Olympic sized

pool.

Summers in New Bruns-

wick are HOT, but if you are

lucky, you can catch a cool

breeze atop of the roofs in

the evening. "One night, my
roommates and I got a bottle

of wine, sat outside with the

neighbors, and watched a lu-

nar eclipse. It was quite a

memorable experience,"
said a resident of High
Street.

"My summer in New
Brunswick was the greatest. I

didn't have a lot of money,
but who cared — there was

always something fun to do,"

recalled Brian Villano.

Rutgers Summerfest, held

annually, presented "The
Beethoven Revolution" in

the summer of 1992. It fea-

tured performances of the

complete Beethoven solo

concerts and a series of lec-

tures. The Rutgers College

Student Center hosted week-

ly film festivals and culture

nights.

Gizelle Brooks remem-

bers, "We were trying to de-

cide where to go to dinner

one evening, when we found
out the RSC was having a

free Chinese dinner. You bet

we made it there!"

Spending an evening in

one of the many NB parks,

after a trip to Thomas
Sweets ice cream parlor,

seems to be a favorite of

many summer residents. Of
course the bars are a popular

place to gather any night of

the week. The New Bruns-

wick watering holes offer

plenty of entertainment,
with bands and lots of sum-

mer specials, due to the smal-

ler crowds. Refreshment
from the sweltering heat is

always a bonus.

"There is a different feel-

ing in the air in the summer
here. It's quieter and you see

the same people all the time,

so you get to know them.

You almost hate when the

other students return," said

Lillian Leathers.
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Mark P. Nilson

Exercise Science

and Sport Studies

Maria N. Noble

Communication

Christine Novatkoski

English, Sociology

Melissa K. Novatkoski

Psychology

Lisa N. Nyary

Social Work

Shannon O'Hara
Economics

Kevin M. O'Brien

Economics

Kerry O'Connell

Spanish

Cordelia N. O'Connor
Psychology

Erik R. Olbeter

Economics, Political Science

Marshamae Q. Oliver

Economics

David C. O'Neill

Administration ofJustice
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Eileen M. O'Neill

Art History, English

Bradley P. Ost

Administration ofJustice,

Communication

M. Maurice Owens
Urban Studies

Andrew J. Panyko
Religion

Scott T. Parente

Marketing

John J. Parker

History I Political Science

Mujiba S. Parker

Urban Studies and

Community Health

Steven M. Passarelli

Psychology

Thomas J. Peccini

Italian

Ali-Sha Pemberton
Social Work

Jorge L. Perez

Labor Studies

Joseph Petriello

Economics
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Renee Pezzano

Administration ofJustice

Kristine Anne Phillips

French, Political Science

Zina Phillips

Communication

Nicole Pierson

History, Communication

Gregory M. Piotti

Economics, English

Andrew J. Plotnick

Social Work

Pinch me! It must be a

dream! A class that gets free

tickets to the State Theater

to see a ballet, the Red Army

Chorus, and a symphony? A
course that includes several

trips to New York City to

visit museums, Ellis Island,

and an opera at Lincoln

Center — it sounds too cul-

turally divine to be true!

However, students involved

in the Livingston Honors

Program can attest that these

are just a few of the adven-

tures they find in the Honors

Colloquium. This life-

experience learning sounds

so good that there must be a

catch. And there is!

The students who enroll in

the Honors Colloquium must

also be part of the Honors

Program or the Paul Robe-

son Scholars Program, both

which entail writing a senior

honors thesis. The partici-

pants of these programs de-

vote hours of research in the

libraries, testing subjects,

reading novels, writing, edit-

ing, photocopying, revising,

and writing some more.

The thesis work allows the

students to undertake inde-

pendent projects of academic

merit and humanistic value

as well as an in-depth explo-

ration of the student's per-

sonal interests.
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Randy Poulson

Political Science

Kim M. Previte

Economics

Jeanne M. Prezorski

History

Maryann B. Privrat

Social Work

Honet J. Prowell

Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

Siuling Pun
Economics

A Tradition of Honor

This year's scholars

worked on projects ranging

from "Education Brings Pre-

vention: Educating the Col-

lege Community on Date and

Acquaintance Rape," to "A

Functional Study: Memories

of Natural Conversations."

One of the Paul Robeson

Scholars, Kip Bodgan, creat-

ed a 16 millimeter film,

spending hundreds of dollars

and hours filming and shoot-

ing scenery all around New

Jersey. Another, Tom Pec-

cini, took time off to visit Ita-

ly during the semester, to do

some "hands-on" learning

and research. Both, Peccini

and Rosa Vitetta, wrote their

papers entirely in Italian.

Besides the process of do-

ing the actual thesis, all the

seniors were required to give

a presentation of their pa-

pers in front of their class-

mates. Followed by a ques-

tion period by curious

classmates, some students

found the speech more

nerve-racking than writing

206 pages! Never fear,

though, these bright stu-

dents put on a great show,

and proved how much they

had learned, while sharing it

with their peers.

So, the Honors Colloqui-

um may sound like the best

Livingston has to offer, but

for these busy students, it

was a much needed break to

get their noses out of the

books and into a real, fun

environment.
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Melissa W. Raffner

Sociology

Scott E. Randolph

History

Timothy W. Raws
History

Christina M. Reger

Administration ofJustice,

Economics

Yolanda Rhoden
Administration ofJustice

Bryon D. Rhodes
Economics

Dion A. Roach
Sociology

Douglas W. Robinson

Psychology

David L. Roeber
Political Science, Urban

Studies and Community

Health

Angela K. Rogers

Communication

Terry J. Rogers

Psychology

Michael P. Rooney
Religion
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Adriana A. Rowe
Political Science, Spanish

James T. Ryan, Jr.

Administration ofJustice

Christine Saba

Robert F. Salerno

Philosophy

Rui M. Salvado

Political Science

Kenny J. Sanchez

Computer Science

David M. Sands

Economics

Heather A. Sangston

History I Political Science

Joseph J. Santiglia

Marketing

James I. Santora

Computer Science

Alice M. Saraiva

Management

Kimberly A. Sayid

Italian
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Raishawn D. Scales

Administration ofJustice,

Urban Studies

Brian R. Schillac

Political Science

Leigh R. Schlesinger

Psychology

Erica N. Schmidt

Psychology

Jennifer M. Schnitzer

Theater Arts

Thomas J. Semas

Physician Assistant

While crossing the sus-

pended bridge on Doug-
lass, these students offer

each other advice and sug-

gestions about their class

project.
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Susan L. Sevinsky

Communication

Armaz K. Shaikh

Urban Studies and

Community Health

Michael K. Sheahan
Political Science

Jeffrey C. Shipley

Administration ofJustice

Michael C. Siekmann

Communication

Elvin Silva

Accounting

Smart Senior Advice

After going through four or five years of college, students begin to learn things that make

life a little easier. Here's what some clever seniors had to say:

If you want to have a successful college career, remember to always take the initiative.

Never wait for others to tell you what you need to do in order to graduate. Remember you

are responsible for yourself and for your future. (Giovanna E. Campos)

Don't forget directions to the party! (Chris Curley)

Never try to accomplish anything during the lunch hour at Rutgers. Nothing is ever open.

(Honet Prowell)

Don't put the phone in your name, and if things get too stressful make an appointment with

your professors right away. (Kathy Ward)
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Francine L. Silverman

Communication

Felicia Sims

Urban Studies

Farrell J. Slater

Accounting

Keary A. Slater

Psychology

Lennox H. Small

Political Science

Daryl L. Smith

Political Science

Stacy M. Smith

Accounting

Robert S. Smolowitz

Communication

Louis J. Soto

Statistics

Olga M. Sousa

Communication, Portuguese

Gregg N. Spiridellis

Finance

Alfred J. Spiwak

Economics
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Constantine Stamos

Political Science, Sociology

Dana L. Stanker

Public Health

Michael J. Sternesky

Psychology

Carlton M. Stokes

Sociology

Andrea L. Stonack

Communication

Heather Strawderman
Art

Jennae R. Suiter

Psychology

Thomas T. Sutton

Sociology

Vandana Tangri

Computer Science

Rosemary A. Tavarez

English

Matthew J. Taylor

Administration ofJustice,

Political Science

Samuel J. Teele

Political Science
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Lisa M. Thomas
Communication, Sociology

Thomas J. Thorp
History

Daniel J. Thorp
Statistics

Janet Mary Torres

Biomathematics

Maria I. Torres

Psychology

Keith L. Torrillo

Economics

Not Just for Graduates

Graduation was an impor-

tant day for the students who

were finally going to receive

their degree. However, stu-

dents weren't the only ones

with anticipation for the big

event. Parents, grandpar-

ents, other relatives, and

friends were also eagerly

awaiting May 20, 1993.

"I'm very happy for my

daughter, Tara. She worked

very hard to get honors in

psychology," said Mrs.

Burns.

James Jones attended the

ceremony to see his girl-

friend, Arlena Brinson, get

her diploma. "Arlena grad-

uated in the summer, so

we've both been waiting for

the day where she'll walk

across the stage in her mo-

ment of glory."

Some parents and relatives

had to travel from long dis-

tances to see their student

graduate. "My parents are

flying down from Boston,"

said one out of state resident.

Of course, restaurant own-

ers, traffic cops, hotel man-

agers, and Rutgers adminis-

trators also had many
preparations to make for the

big day that brings many vis-

itors to town. All of New

Brunswick seemed teeming

with excitement over the cer-

emony.
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Andrea R. Tozzi

Psychology

Nadya Tsuruoka
Economics

Fatima T. Turgun
English

Jeffrey K. Vacha
Computer Science, Music

Brian D. Villano

Psychology

Rosa Vitetta

Italian

Time to Celebrate

The sound of popping champagne would be heard throughout New Brunswick. The time had arrived for the Class of

1993 to leave the security of college life and move on to bigger and better (we hope) things. The Class of 1993, had

accomplished many of their hopes, goals, and dreams, but they were now ready to continue onto new adventures.

The cause for celebration spread to all campuses. Families, friends, and roommates would soon be dealing wi\h major

life changes. Some grads would be moving back home, others to new cities and jobs, others planned to stay in New

Brunswick for one last summer before moving on.

Excitement was mixed with sadness as seniors realized that their lives would be altered due to a single piece of paper.

The future seemed scary due to economics, but hopes of improvements seemed promising. Being out in the big world did

seem a bit frightening, but Livingston had prepared us well to handle it.

Therefore, it was necessary to celebrate this rite of passage and look positively to whatever may come our way. The lines

at bars and restaurants showed that we were ready to party! Congratulations for the work completed, cheers to things to

come!
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Larissa Von Reuter

Social Work

Valerie A. Walters

Psychology

Sheri L. Wanamaker
Journalism and Mass

Media

George C. Wang
Psychology

Gina Y. Wang
Computer Science

Hui Wang
Enocomics

Katy Wang
Economics

Natalie Wang
Social Work

Theresa Ward
Urban Studies and

Community Health

Gina R. Wardlow
Sociology

Dawn Wechsler

Communication

Jannett Wedderburn
Administration ofJustice,

Sociology
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Alison D. Weintraub

English

Pamela L. Westry

Journalism and Mass

Media

Mara W. Wexler
Political Science

Esther D. Whitted

Administration ofJustice

Cheeo D. Williams

Communication, Psychology

Dan Wimmer
Communication

Kanileah Witcher

Psychology

Scott M. Wolff

Health, Physical Education

and Sport Studies

Brandon A. Yancey

Economics, Labor Studies

Sandy Yee
Biological Science

Taiwan C. Young
Administration ofJustice,

Sociology

Ira Zaretsky

Hebraic Studies
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SENIOR
AWARDS

1993
It was a rainy, gloomy Sunday the 15th of May, when

Livingston students and their families gathered together

for the Senior Banquet, which honored students who

achieved great things while attending college.

Awards were given out for both academic and social

successes. Both the Livingston Honors Program and the

Paul Robeson Scholar students were recognized for their

theses work. Several students who were nominated to be in

Who's Who among Students in

American Universities and

Colleges were selected for their

scholarship, participation, and

leadership in academic and ex-

tra-curricular activities.

Members of Phi Beta Kappa,

an honor conferred in recognition of scholarly achieve-

ment in the liberal arts and sciences, including proficiency

in a foreign language, were given awards.

The senior members of the yearbook and the Senior

Class Committee were also thanked for their hard work.

Students who held jobs in the Dean's office also received

recognition for their dedication.

It was a proud moment for parents, professors, the

Deans, and the students be-

cause the night honored those

whose individual accomplish-

ments reflected the remarkable

collective achievement of Liv-

ingston College.

Dean Walter Johnson stress-

es the teaching and learning,

social responsibility and com-

munity service, pride in di-

versity, and social justice to

the recipients of the senior

awards.
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The first annual Senior
Awards banquet gave mem-
bers of the Class of 1993 an

opportunity to share in their

achievements with friends

andfamily.

Members of the Livingston
College Four-Year Honors
Program were recognizedfor
their individual academic
achievements at Rutgers.
These students represent the

best of the best at Livingston.

One of the great achieve-

ments of an undergraduate

career is election into the Phi

Beta Kappa Honor Society.

Here Livingston's top schol-

ars received their acceptance

into that society.
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GRADUATION
CEREMONIES

1993
Commencement Day, May 20, 1993, may have been

cold and dismal for the Rutgers graduates, sitting in the

rain in Vorhees Mall, but for lucky Livingston graduates

and their friends and family, our ceremony took place

inside the Louis Brown Athletic Center (aka RAC).

As everyone got settled, the graduates lined up ac-

cording to majors, adjusted their caps and gowns, and said

their final good-byes. "Pomp and Circumstance" filled the

air, and the Class of 1993

began their final march as

undergraduates.

The twenty-fourth com-

mencement convocation be-

gan with opening remarks

and a photograph by Senior

Class President, Harry R.

Knabe. Patricia I. Crawford

presented the Senior Class

Gift: new picnic tables with

umbrellas for the Student

Center. The Outstanding

Senior Award was presented

to Erik R. Olbeter. There

were two student speakers, Laurette M. Gibbs and Scott E.

Randolph.

Terence Christopher introduced the keynote speaker,

Lennox Hinds, a professor of Law and Criminal Justice at

Rutgers. The audience was deeply moved when Stacy M.

Smith sang a rendition of "A Whole New World". Her

beautiful lyrics resulted in a standing ovation before the

presentation of the diplomas.

The Reverend Ronald

Vander Schaaf, who was a

close mentor to many of the

students leaving Livingston,

gave the Benediction. After

the recessional, students

headed over to the Student

Center to pick up their real

diplomas and grab a quick

snack and photos before

heading off to dine with fam-

ily and friends. It was a great

day, a dream come true for

many

Senior Class President, Har-

ry Knabe bears the Living-

ston College gonfalon as he

leads the Class of 1993 to

their seats for the convoca-

tion.
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Members of the Livingston

College Class of 1993 line up
at Graduation rehearsal just

24 hours before the real

thing. With so many gradu-

ates, programs, and degrees a

dress rehearsal was planned.

As the notes ofPomp and Cir-

cumstance play across the

RAC sound system, the grad-

uates marched in with an ex-

citement level that is not eas-

ily achieved.
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CEREMONIES
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In an attempt to be spotted in

the crowd, many students

decorated mortarboards with

messages like, "Hi, mom", "I

need a job" as well as greek

letters.

Senior Class President Harry
R. Knabe was honored at

Graduation with Livingston

College's Pride Award, pre-

sented by the Livingston
Alumni Association.

ft0&
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Nearly 700 Livingston Col-

lege students participated in

the 1993 Graduation Cere-

monies. Many students who
graduated during the Fall

1992 semester also partici-

pated in the ceremony.

Two members of the Living-

ston College Class of1993 en-

lightened the graduates and
guests with their words.

Here, Senior Scott Randolph
presents his class speech.

As the names of the graduates

were called, each member of

the Class of 1993 had their

briefmoment on stage as they

received their diploma.
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Senior Class Gift Officer, Pa-
tricia Crawford, presented
Dean Herman with a check to

purchase several picnic ta-

bles, chairs and umbrellas

for the Livingston Student
Center.

Senior speaker and class

member, Lorette Gibbs, pre-

sented her speech on her ex-

periences ofgrowing up in an
inter-racial family and the

diversity of Livingston Col-

lege.
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The Class of 1993 was graced
with the musical talents of class

member, Stacy Smith, with her

solo rendition of "A Whole New
World",from the motion picture

Aladdin. Ms. Smith's talent

sparked a standing ovation.

Graduation marks an emo-

tional time for students,

friends, and family. Here,

one graduate embraces his

professor when receiving his

diploma.
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Seated before the stage, mem- On this day, May 20, 1993,

hers of the Livingston College the Livingston College Class

Class of 1993 eagerly await of 1993 became the 24th
the time in the program for graduating class in the col-

the presentation of diplomas, lege's history.
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XAMINING
life from a different angle. At

Livingston College students

learn to appreciate diversity in

many different settings. From

the people studying in their

classes and the living in their

halls to the ideas expressed at a

lecture and beliefs expressed at

a program, diversity is an in-

tegeral part of the Livingston

College experience.

Livingston provides a college

environment that builds an ap-

preciation and respect for dif-

ference. Literally while attend-

ing Livingston, we are achieving

a higher education through our

studies, yet figuratively, we are

actively involved in a education

of life based upon our experi-

ences and interactions.

In the chaotic world of

Rutgers, organizations

like the L.C.G.A. attempt

to examine the facts in is-

sues concerning the stu-

dent body.

Binding the rightfit in a social

Greek organization takes a

great deal of examination. RUSH
activites provides students with a

closer look at the Greek system.
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UESTIONING

m

V

the same old, same old. Many
people come to college with var-

ious preconceived notions about

life and its intricate workings.

One goal of college should be to

open the minds of students to

accept multiple points of view.

The world is not a multiple-

choice examination; there is not

always an answer to every ques-

tion. Livingston College vigor-

ously attempts to achieve this

goal.

In the chemistry lab we should

question our results for we may
discover some new discovery. At

a social event we should ques-

tion whether we're having a

good time or whether a good

time can be had elsewhere. Let-

ting life live itself is a cop out;

Livingston teaches us to take

control of our own lives and

question our surroundings.

The AIDS Quilt display

this year touched many
hearts at Rutgers. With so

many gone and so many
more suffering, how can we

not question why. .

.

Taking a break and absorbing

all the information presented

in class provides students with a

time to question the signifigance of

a given theory.
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REVIEWING
our experiences. Life in many
respects is dictated by our dif-

ferent experiences. Where we
played as a child, who be became

friends with, what we liked to do

in our spare time. All of these

factors play a direct role in who
we are and who we will become

in the future. Each student at

Livingston College brings to the

school a unique and individual

life experience to learn from

and appreciate.

Livingston College works

hard to establish a college at-

mosphere that stimulates discov-

ery and growth. Being a part of

the Livingston community has

bearing on who we are becom-

ming and who we will become.

Livingston understands this de-

velopment and strives to stim-

ulate it in a positive manner.

Taking a minute to review

notes before class is

always a productive way
to hill time between

periods. With academics

as hard as they are, every

minute truly does count.

ith so many different

choices from the grease

truck, a quick glance at the menu
will help you review all the op-

tions.
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After endless hours of studying,

stressing, labs, and term papers;

it was all over. After all the late-

night talks, the parties, and the

next morning's hangovers,
Spring Breaks, it was all over.

Hardly. That single piece of
paper is the mark of a new and
courageous step in your life.

Livingston College and your
time here will never be over. All

that you have learned, all that

you have experienced will re-

main with you for a very long
time. As you go for your firstjob
interview or your 10 year high
school reunion, you will come to

appreciate your time at Living-

ston and what it has personally

done to develop you as an in-

dividual. Life. . . Livingston Col-

lege. .

.

T\hinking back to the

first day we stepped

foot on Livingston, none of

us would have realized

just how important our

time here was going to be.

Memories of all the good times at

dear old RU and Livingston

College will be an important part

of ourfuture lives, as we
experience life head on.

THAN
Y01K
EVER*
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COLOPHON
Volumn Three of Diversity, the Yearbook of Livingston College, was

printed and published by the Taylor Publishing Company in Dallas, Texas.
Ms. Sharon Bodnarchuk served as our local publishing representative.

DESIGN AND MATERIALS The cover design was created by Diversity

Editor-in-Chief Harry R. Knabe with assistance from other editors and
commerical artist, Ms. April Enos-Ford. Ms. Enos-Ford created all design

elements on the cover as well as the script found throughout the 1993
edition. A Green Velium cover material was chosen with a three ink

application: Vineyard, Military Green, and Gold. Vineyard spot color silk

screen is utilized on the endsheet designs. Paper stock is 100-lb. enamel
finish trimmed to 8 1/2 x 11 inches.

PHOTOGRAPHY Graduate portraits and selected photography were tak-

en, developed, and processed by DaVor Photography Studios in Bensalem,
Pennsylvania. Diversity members took the majority of photos used through-

out the 1993 edition. The Daily Targum and the Rutgers Athletic Media
Services provided several candid and sports photos included in the 1993
edition.

COPY AND TYPOGRAPHY All text was submitted to the publisher on
Taylor Publishing Company's Type Vision Plus Software. The base type

throughout the book is Seville, using all forms and combinations of bold

and italic types. Secondary typefaces were chosen to complement the

Seville typeface; they include: Hanover, Nordic, Gevena Outline and
Condensed, and English Script. These secondary typefaces were utilized as

drop letters, headlines and sub-headlines, and blow-up quotes.

THEME, LAYOUT, AND DESIGN The theme, A Higher Form of Ed-

ucation . . . More Than You Ever Expected, and layout designs were
created by Diversity editors at the Taylor Publishing Company's Summer
Yearbook Conference, in Shawnee-on-the-Delaware, Pennsylvania. Di-

versity, the Yearbook of Livingston College, received the First Place trophy

in the Overall Competition.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION Diversity is produced annually by a vol-

unteer staff of students. Volume Three, a 224 page publication, had a

press run of 800 copies. A specialized term bill fee of $5 per semester was

charged to every Livingston College student; this provided an overall

publication and operation budget of $40,000. No portion of this pub-

lication may be reproduced without the written consent of the Editor-in-

Chief. Copyright 1993. The opinions expressed within are not necessarily

those of the Administration, Faculty, or Staff of Rutgers, the State Uni-

versity of New Jersey or Livingston College.

Advisor

Ronald Wander Schaaf

Taylor Publishing Co.

Representative

Sharon Bodnarchuk
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LIVINGSTON

COLLEGE IS

MORE THAN

A FORMAL

EDUCATION, IT IS

TRULY A TOTAL

LEARNING

"EXPERIENCE."

Entering into Livingston just four

short years ago, I did not have many

expectations. College simply seemed

like the next logical progression of life,

like high school was to junior high. I

was not fully aware what college was

going to bring or what Livingston and

Rutgers University had to offer.

Naive as many freshman are, I viewed

college as being a Utopia, but that image

changed sort of quickly when I had Cal-

culus I during fifth period (4:30-5:50)

on Fridays! Life's not perfect and nei-

ther is Livingston or Rutgers, but it was

now where I was going to spend the

next few years of my life learning, dis-

covering, questioning, and finding my-

self.

Shortly after coming to Livingston

College almost every LC student is

faced with the ignorance of many peo-

ple at the university. A large number of

students, faculty, and administrators at

Rutgers feel that Livingston is the lesser

school in comparison to the other col-

lege of Rutgers. The notion that "oh,

you go to Livingston," is expressed of

ten. As a freshman who does not un

derstand exactly why people feel thi:

way, many fall prey to their ignorance

You begin to question yourself, "Whai

the hell did I get myself into?", anc

your school, "Am I really going to the

jock school or the minority school 01

the dumb school?" This from the very

beginning weakens Livingston College

and its ability to impact on the lives ol

its students and the Rutgers commu

nity.

You cannot really blame students foi

falling into this way of thinking because

throughout the university, from the

high-and-mighty Rutgers College stu

dent who thinks that nothing compare:

to RC all the way up to Old Queens

Administration, the notion that Living

ston is second best can be found. Our

school is often last to get renovations or

construction, last to have classes added,

and only when an RA is attacked on

campus is it important enough to ad

dress security (or lack thereof) on cam-

h.
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us. I do not want anyone to believe

that I think Livingston sucks; that is

HARDLY the case.

Rather I view Livingston much more

realistically. It is the "real world", with

some obstacles in the way, some prob-

ems to work through, yet with a great

deal of positive attributes to offer to its

tudents and to society.

This "not so perfect environment" at

of I ^ivingston forces students to challenge

their own beliefs and ideas about life

md others. It required students to ques-

ion that which already exists and en-

ourages us to progress and advance. It

demands us to develop in every manner

jossible; all of which a perfect world

ould not offer. The students have to

Ight the administration, the ignorance,

and the neglect to advance our school;

this will undoubtedly prepare us better

for other challenges in our future lives.

Truly, Livingston is not a lesser ed-

ojlfccation, but rather it is an "experience"

that transcends beyond a formal edu-

cation. Those who take advantage of all

that Livingston has to offer truly have

the world at their grasp. If students

realize this early enough to benefit

from it, their time at Livingston will

prove invaluable. Many students are

fortunate enough to make this discov-

ery while at school. As such, they are

affecting the world around them on

campus, in the community, and in their

individual lives.

The effects of such collaborations can

be seen throughout the college. This

yearbook and the program established

on campus is just one example of stu-

dents acting to create a better Living-

ston College. Diversity, the Yearbook

of Livingston College, serves as just one

example of what can result from the

Livingston "experience". Students

working with fellow students and ad-

ministrators through the years, devel-

oping the yearbook program and cre-

ating an award-winning publication

year after year, demands a great deal of

skill, responsibility, and maturity.

These attributes are inherently taught

through the Livingston "experience".

There has been a great deal of growth

at Livingston in the time I have been on

campus, and there is no indication that

the growth will halt or slow. Students

are now taking greater responsibility

for their education. As a result, they are

causing change and development

throughout the college and community.

No other college at Rutgers offers its

students such an enriching environ-

ment to discover, experience, and

create like Livingston College does.

Livingston has empowered each of its

students with sensitivity, awareness, ap-

preciation, commitment, discovery, and

skill. With this in hand, we are ready to

take on the world.

Truly, Livingston has been A HIGHER
FORM OF EDUCATION . . . MORE
THAN YOU EVER EXPECTED.




